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PREFACE 

This thesis disseminates the entire work produced during the PhD project of Martin 

Alexander Garenfeld in the research group of Neurorehabilitation Systems at the De-

partment of Health Science, Aalborg University in the period from year 2019 to 2023. 

The work is published in established peer-reviewed scientific journals: 

• [1] M. A. Garenfeld, C. K. Mortensen, M. Strbac, J. L. Dideriksen, and S. 

Dosen, “Amplitude versus spatially modulated electrotactile feedback for 

myoelectric control of two degrees of freedom,” J. Neural Eng., vol. 17, no. 

4, pp. 1–15, 2020. 

• [2] M. A. Garenfeld et al., “A compact system for simultaneous stimulation 

and recording for closed-loop myoelectric control,” J. Neuroeng. Rehabil., 

vol. 18, no. 1, pp. 1–17, 2021. 

• [3] M. A. Garenfeld, M. Strbac, N. Jorgovanovic, J. L. Dideriksen, and S. 

Dosen, “Closed-Loop Control of a Multifunctional Myoelectric Prosthesis 

With Full-State Anatomically Congruent Electrotactile Feedback,” IEEE 

Trans. Neural Syst. Rehabil. Eng., vol. 31, pp. 2090–2100, 2023. 

The thesis content is structured into six chapters. Chapter 1 outlines the current tech-

nology for upper limb prosthesis users and discusses the role of sensory feedback in 

estimating motor control actions. An overview of the current literature regarding 

closed-loop sensorimotor control of myoelectric prostheses is provided and analyzed 

to conceptualize the aim of the project and define the research questions to address. 

Chapter 2 describes the equipment used in the project, and Chapter 3 explains the 

methods applied to implement pattern-recognition based control of myoelectric pros-

theses as well as challenges and implementation decisions that were considered. 

Chapter 4 explains the novel electrotactile feedback encodings to communicate the 

state of the prosthesis. Chapter 5 describes how the performance of the myoelectrical 

control was evaluated and Chapter 6 describes the experimental protocols and reports 

and discusses the outcome of the three studies comprising the project. Chapter 7 syn-

thesizes the work by answering the posed research questions to form conclusions and 

provide a perspective on future challenges. 
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ENGLISH SUMMARY 

A transradial amputation is a dramatic event that causes a substantial loss of motor 

and sensory functions. The state-of-the-art myoelectrically controlled prostheses can 

be used to restore the lost motor function. However, despite the technological devel-

opments in mechatronics, many prosthesis users still abandon their devices due to 

several factors, from ergonomics and difficulties in control to the lack of somatosen-

sory feedback from the prosthesis. The feedback can be restored using mechanical or 

electrical stimulation, but most of the studies in the literature focus on simple pros-

thetic devices with a single function (open/close). However, modern prostheses are 

advanced robotic systems that encompass multiple degrees of freedom, and therefore, 

several feedback variables need to be simultaneously communicated back to the user 

to effectively close the loop and convey the full state of the system. Electrotactile 

stimulation using surface electrodes is a non-invasive feedback strategy that can inte-

grate many stimulation channels into a compact system. The aim of the present thesis 

was therefore to investigate how this approach can be used to convey multivariable 

feedback that is clear to perceive and easy to interpret. 

To this aim, the present PhD project investigated different feedback encoding schemes 

to represent the states of a multifunctional prosthesis and validated the feasibility of 

simultaneous electrotactile stimulation and myoelectric recording for stable closed-

loop myoelectric control. The first study demonstrated that both spatially and intensity 

modulated feedback configurations intuitively conveyed discrete information regard-

ing hand aperture and wrist rotation of a virtual myoelectric prosthesis controlled us-

ing myoelectric signals from the contra-lateral forearm to avoid interference. When 

placing stimulation and recording electrodes on the same arm, however, the stimula-

tion pulses contaminate the recorded electromyography which disturbs the prosthetic 

control. Therefore, in the second study, a compact system for simultaneous recording 

and stimulation with integrated artefact blanking mechanism was presented  and the 

closed-loop control of a virtual prosthesis was further evaluated with the stimulation 

and recording electrodes placed ipsilaterally. The same setup was used in the last study 

to communicate the full state of a physical prosthesis (aperture, rotation, and grasp 

force) during functional prosthesis use. A novel mapping was proposed that generated 

tactile sensations which were anatomically congruent to prosthesis motions. The re-

sults from a functional task indicated that the novel feedback improved prosthesis 

control performance compared to the condition in which electrotactile stimulation was 

deactivated.  

In summary, the main contributions of the present thesis are the technical development 

of compact solutions for closed-loop prosthesis control, design of effective encoding 

schemes for multivariable feedback, and the assessment of human perception and ben-

efits of such feedback. These are important steps towards clinical applications of mod-

ern prostheses enhanced with sensory feedback. 
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DANSK RESUME 

En transradial amputation er en traumatisk hændelse, der medfører betydeligt tab af 

motorisk og sensorisk funktionalitet. De nyeste myoelektrisk styrede proteser udgør 

teknologier som kan være med til at erstatte den mistede motoriske funktion. Til trods 

for den store teknologiske udvikling af protesens mekatronike komponenter vælger 

mange brugere myoelektriske proteser fra, af årsager som brugsbekvemmelighed, be-

svær med styringen og manglende somatosensorisk feedback. Selve feedbacken kan 

blive genskabt for eksempel ved at stimulere mekanisk eller med en svag strøm på 

huden. De fleste studier har fokuseret på proteser med en simpel bevægelighed af en 

enkelt frihedsgrad (åben og lukke funktion), men moderne proteser har en bevægelig-

hed der udgør flere frihedsgrader, hvilket kræver at adskillelige feedbackvariabler 

samtidigt skal kommunikeres for at den sensoriske funktionalitet imødekommer den 

motoriske. Elektrotaktil stimulation er en lovende, ikke-invasiv feedback teknik der 

kan indbefatte mange stimuleringskanaler i et kompakt system, men kan dog medføre 

problemer med styringen af den myoelektriske protese grundet elektrisk interferens. 

Formålet med dette PhD projekt var derfor at undersøge, hvordan elektrotaktil feed-

back kan bruges til at kommunikere flere feedbackvariabler samtidigt, på en måde, 

der er let at opfatte og let kan fortolkes til brugbar information. 

Forskellige feedback konfigurationer blev udviklet til at beskrive protesens multifunk-

tionelle tilstande, og det blev valideret, hvordan elektrotaktil stimulering kan anven-

des sammen med myoelektriske signal til stabil styring af protesen. Det første studie 

viste at både spatiel og intensitetsmodulerede feedback konfigurationer let forståeligt 

kan kommunikere diskret information vedrørende en virtuel myoelektrisk proteses 

håndåbning og håndledsrotation når stimuleringen leveres på modsatte underarm for 

at undgå interferens. Den andet studie validerede brugen af et kompakt system, der 

kan muliggøre simultan myoelektrisk signal optagelse og elektrotaktil stimulering på 

samme underarm og samtidig understøtte stabil styring af en virtuel protese. I det 

tredje og sidste studie blev det samme system brugt til at kommunikere den fulde 

funktionalitet af en rigtig fysisk multifunktionel protese (håndåbning, håndledsrota-

tion og grebsstyrke) gennem en funktionel test. En original feedback konfiguration 

blev udviklet, hvor den elektrotaktile stimulering bevægede sig synkroniseret med 

protesens bevægelser. Resultaterne indikerede, at informationerne indeholdt i den ori-

ginale elektrotaktile feedback forbedrede forsøgspersonernes styring af protesen sam-

menlignet med at styre protesen på konventionel vis (ingen elektrotaktil feedback). 

Som opsummering var hovedbidragene i dette PhD projekt validering af et kompakt 

system til understøttelse af simultan brug af elektrotaktil stimulering og stabil myo-

elektrisk protesestyring, udvikling af brugbare konfigurationer kommunikation af 

multivariabel feedback og evalueringen af brugeren opfattelse og anvendelighed af 

feedbacken. Dette er et vigtig skridt hen mod klinisk anvendelse af multifunktionelle 

moderne proteser understøttet med sensorisk feedback. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. IMPLICATIONS OF HAND AMPUTATION 

The human hands are highly dexterous manipulation tools driven by anatomical fea-

tures (multiple joints and muscles) that allow effortless control of numerous degrees 

of freedom (DoFs), 21 and 3 in the fingers and wrist, respectively. The physiological 

properties of the forearm and hands allow the hands to move dexterously and perform 

a wide range of movements, from delicate and precise to powerful. The precise motion 

is largely shaped by rich sensory information detected by receptors and analyzed by 

the brain to form a closed-loop motor response [4]–[8] (see flow of motor and sensory 

signals on left side of Fig. 1a). While auditory and especially visual feedback play 

important roles in determining movements, somatosensory feedback is required for 

optimal sensorimotor control [9]. The insight into human anatomy demonstrates the 

importance of somatosensory information for motor execution as sensory axons in all 

nerves innervating the arm and hand outweigh the motor axons by at least 1:9 [10]. 

The available tactile and proprioceptive information are simultaneously evaluated to 

perform the best possible motor action given the intention and situation [4]. This so-

phisticated interaction between somatosensory input and motor output makes the 

hands an essential tool in almost all activities of daily life and social interactions and 

facilitates higher level of independence [11], [12].  

A loss of the hand is therefore a debilitating event that can affect occupational status 

[11], self-image and create a sense of feeling different [12] negatively impacting life 

satisfaction [11]. An estimated 57.7 million people globally are living with traumatic 

limb amputation [13] with 1:4-5 occurring in upper limb and 70 % of those below the 

elbow (trans-radial and further distally) [14], [15]. As an effort to minimize negative 

psychological and physiological impact, the trans-radial amputee can wear a prosthe-

sis – a replacement of the loss limb. A wide range of prosthesis solutions can be pro-

vided with varying levels of functionality. 

1.2. PROSTHESIS SOLUTIONS 

Prosthetic devices for trans-radial amputees can be divided into three main classes: 

passive, body-powered, and myoelectric.  

1.2.1. PASSIVE PROSTHESES 

A passive prosthesis consists of a naturally looking replicate of the missing hand or 

an assistive tool [16]. While the former option mainly serves to restore appearance, a 

passive hand created with a flexible design can also grasp objects below a certain 

weight by pushing the object with the prosthesis against an opposing force, e.g., intact 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the flow of efferent (solid black arrow lines) and afferent signal information 

(dashed black arrow lines) in able-bodied and prosthesis users in the left and right side of panel a), 

respectively. The sensorimotor control in the prosthesis mimics the intact limb by using subsystems to 

account for the lost function: EMG detection to record movement intention, the control system to map 

the intent into motor actuation, and sensory data mapped by the control system into feedback repre-

senting the somatosensory information. Part b) zooms in on the representative stimulation displays for 

restoring the somatosensory feedback, where intraneural, extraneural, mechanotactile, vibrotactile, and 

electrotactile displays are depicted (a)-(e), respectively. 
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hand or surrounding environment [17]. When performing specific activities, assistive 

tools can be attached to the residual limb to support the use of cooking aids and uten-

sils, sporting equipment, musical instruments etc. [18], [19]. However, assistive tools 

are a less common prosthesis choice as the adjustable passive hand offers a similar 

functionality for most daily life activities, while retaining a natural appearance [16].  

1.2.2. BODY-POWERED PROSTHESES 

A body-powered prosthesis has less emphasis on appearance but provides the user 

with an active end-actuator, or gripper, driven by a cable connected to the contra-

lateral shoulder [20]. This system provides a single DoF as pulling the cable closes 

and opens the gripper. In addition, a direct connection between the shoulder and the 

gripper provides the user with proportional tactile feedback regarding the grasping 

force (so called, extended physiological proprioception) [21]. The control of the cable-

driven prosthesis is precise, but the system can be more unpleasant to utilize over 

longer periods of time as more gross limb movements are needed and constant muscle 

tension must be applied to maintain grasping force [22].  

1.2.3. ELECTRICALLY POWERED PROSTHESES 

Electrically powered prostheses employ an outside power source to generate energy 

to move the end-effector. Most electrical prostheses are controlled intuitively via sur-

face electromyographic (EMG) signals produced by the user. The EMG signal is a 

superposition of motor unit action potentials propagating along the muscle fibers [23]. 

EMG is generated in response to the subject’s intention to perform a movement and 

therefore provides means for intuitive control (e.g., the subject thinks about hand 

opening and the prosthesis opens). The prosthesis control is most commonly propor-

tional and velocity-based, meaning that the velocity of prosthesis movement and the 

force generated after contact are proportional to the EMG signal amplitude, and the 

position (force) is maintained during rest [24]. Thus, the user is relieved from the need 

to sustain the muscle contraction when the desired prosthesis position/force is 

reached, contrary to the control of the body-powered prosthesis. With the recent ad-

vances in mechatronics, some commercially available prostheses allow movement 

across multiple DoFs approximating the dexterity of the biological hand [25]. How-

ever, most often simple switch-based myoelectric control is applied in these advanced 

devices. EMG signals are recorded from agonist-antagonist muscles (e.g., flexor-ex-

tensor) on the residual forearm, and then one muscle regulates one direction of the 

active prosthesis joint and vice versa for the other. A switch signal is produced to 

change the active DoF, e.g., co-contraction of the two muscles groups. The muscle 

activation is therefore not necessarily mapped to the equivalent prosthesis joint move-

ment, and it can be more cumbersome to navigate between multiple DoFs [26]. Pattern 

recognition control translates instead the muscle contraction pattern into the matching 

prosthesis movement [27]. EMG signals are recorded from multiple sites around the 

residual limb, and the pattern recognition system then evaluates the signal information 
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to identify the user’s intended gestures. The user can then more intuitively shift be-

tween DoFs. Most commonly, pattern recognition systems utilize classification to fa-

cilitate sequential control of a single DoF at a time and is applied in a few commer-

cially available products [28], [29]. Simultaneous control of multiple DoFs similar to 

natural movement of the biological hand can be realized by using regression models 

[30], [31]. Despite the increased naturalness and utility of combining movement of 

several DoFs [32], [33], simultaneous control is still confined to research. 

Despite the wide variety of prosthetic solutions, as many as 20-50 % upper-limb am-

putees still choose to abandon the provided prosthesis with frequent reasons being 

uncomfortable fit and poor functionality [34]–[36]. Especially some unilateral ampu-

tees prefer to predominantly use their sound side to perform daily life activities instead 

of wearing prostheses [37]–[39]. They find that activities of daily life can be com-

pleted efficiently with substitutive use of the sound limb and other body parts (chin, 

mouth, lower limb) [40]. However, compensatory behavior can lead to the risk of 

overuse and injury of the intact limb and other sound body parts, which could be 

avoided by using a prosthesis to relieve the excessive one-sided load [41], [42]. Body-

powered and myoelectric devices best supply the needed functionality, and they are 

also the favored prosthesis choice amongst users [36], [43].  

Disregarding current practical obstacles (mounting time, calibration time, mainte-

nance, battery-life, external load), pattern recognition-based myoelectrically con-

trolled prostheses have the potential of restoring the lost functional dexterity most 

naturally (high cosmeses [43], [44], multi-DoF motion, and intuitive control interface 

[45]). Therefore, pattern recognition prosthetic control was applied in the present PhD 

project.  

1.3. SOMATOSENSORY FEEDBACK RESTORATION 

Somatosensory feedback consists of abundant sensory information comprising touch 

(roughness, hardness, moistness, slipperiness) [46], temperature, nociception (pain), 

itching, tickling, pressure, and proprioception (joint angles, limb position). While 

body-powered prostheses provide moderate proportional force feedback, myoelectric 

prosthesis users only receive unintentional sounds and mechanical vibration from ac-

tuation motors [47]. This incidental feedback provides indirect information about e.g., 

prosthesis velocity, DoF-switch, and even grasping force and this has shown to be 

useful for prosthesis control [48]. Other available sources (intrinsic feedback) to esti-

mate the state of the prosthesis are e.g., the contraction intensity and duration, joint 

torque and skin friction. However, without informative somatosensory feedback, the 

amputee still needs to rely more heavily on visual feedback to estimate movements 

[49], [50]. While studies have shown improved performance using supplementary 

feedback describing information somewhat available through vision, e.g., grasp force 

[51], [52], other approaches improved performance by conveying information that 
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was not directly assessable through visual feedback, e.g., discrete events (object con-

tact and release) [53], [54], EMG amplitude (muscle contraction) [55], pattern classi-

fication error [56]. When the incidental feedback was eliminated by controlling a vir-

tual prosthesis (digital representation of a prosthesis), further studies have shown an 

improvement in task performance with added supplementary feedback while receiv-

ing visual cues [57]–[59]. Vision is a rich source of information during sensorimotor 

control [4] but can be occluded in various daily life activities, e.g., grasping a glass in 

a cupboard. In such cases, supplementary somatosensory feedback can contribute 

even more substantially to improving control performance [60]–[63].  

Specifically, myoelectric prosthesis users have expressed main interest in receiving 

the feedback variables describing the prosthesis’ state: grasp force and prosthesis po-

sition (hand aperture and wrist rotation) [64], [65]. However, for the supplementary 

feedback to be useful for the prosthesis user, it must be clear to the user and more 

informative than the incidental and intrinsic feedback sources already available 

[4], [66], [67]. Comparing the myoelectric control performance when receiving 

only on the incidental feedback versus adding supplementary feedback regard-

ing the prosthesis’ state is rarely addressed in the literature. In order for an accu-

rate representation of the prosthesis’ state to be communicated to the user, prothesis 

sensor data needs to be mapped into stimulation profiles and provided to the user [5], 

see right side of Fig. 1a. The provision of somatosensory feedback to close the loop 

in prosthetic control can be achieved using various stimulation strategies that can be 

divided into three main categories: somatotopical, modality-matched, and substitution 

feedback. 

1.3.1. SOMATOTOPICAL FEEDBACK 

The feedback can be somatotopical, when it is perceived as originating from the phan-

tom limb, which supposedly requires less cognitive processing to interpret [7]. One 

approach is to outline the amputee’s phantom limb map. Specifically, amputees have 

skin sites on their residual limb referred to as phantom digits that when stimulated 

activate areas in the brain the evoke sensations corresponding to the missing fingers 

[68]. However, this method entails time-demanding calibration to identify the specific 

skin sites that create this phantom limb map. Another approach to evoke somatotopi-

cal sensations by superficial stimulation is to activate large peripheral nerves by plac-

ing electrodes on the skin above the nerves [69]–[71]. More commonly, direct stimu-

lation of peripheral nerves [72]–[74] or somatosensory cortex [75], [76] are imple-

mented either by penetrating the nerves (intraneural) or by placing the electrodes 

around the nerves (extraneural) using e.g., cuff electrodes, see Fig. 1b(a) and (b) for 

visual illustration. While these invasive approaches show to restore robust bidirec-

tional communication between prosthesis and user [6], they require surgical interven-

tion and this always entails potential risks. This is a main obstacle amongst prosthesis 

users to utilize such feedback methods [77], [78]. 
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1.3.2. MODALITY-MATCHED FEEDBACK 

Modality-matched feedback represents a sensation that is perceived as identical to that 

provided by the feedback variable (e.g., force conveyed as force applied to the residual 

limb). Direct peripheral nerve stimulation can theoretically incite all somatosensory 

sensations somatotopically as the action potentials created by the stimulation travel to 

the brain for interpretation, same as physiological electrical signals transmitted 

through afferent nerves [6], [22]. However, the stimulation technology and knowledge 

about biological processes of translating stimulation into sensation is yet too limited 

to produce genuine sensations that feel natural. Pressure detected by the sensor in the 

prosthetic hand can be accurately represented by applying force to the skin of the 

residual limb (mechanotactile stimulation) using a pushing mechanism [51], see Fig. 

1b(c), air-mediated pressure in silicone pads [79] or a pressure cuff [80]. Propriocep-

tive information regarding hand opening can be represented through skin-stretch [81]. 

In such cases, the sensation modality is matched but the location is mismatched. While 

requiring less cognitive processing to interpret compared to other stimulation displays 

[5]–[7], mechanotactile systems are still overly bulky, power-consuming, and noisy.  

1.4. SUBSTITUTION FEEDBACK 

One of the major challenges in designing a closed-loop prosthesis solution that also 

provides the user with adequate somatosensory information, is to fit all hardware com-

ponents (e.g., EMG electrodes, stimulation display, sensor units, prosthesis actuation 

motors, batteries, microcontrollers) in a single unit (prosthesis and socket) while re-

maining light, enabling long duration per charge, and being comfortable to wear [5]. 

Modality-matched feedback technologies are difficult to provide in a compact solu-

tion and they can drain batteries quickly. Alternatively, sensory substitution systems 

can be used, where the missing sensory input is substituted by translating it into an-

other sense (e.g., touch to audio [82], [83]) or modality (e.g., touch to vibration). The 

latter approach includes technologies such as electroactive polymers, piezoelectric ac-

tuators, and ultra-sound, [84], [85] and more commonly vibro- and electrotactile stim-

ulation [86]. Especially the two latter displays meet the criteria of low power con-

sumption and compactness for easy integration in the prosthesis socket.  

1.4.1. VIBROTACTILE STIMULATION 

Vibrotactile stimulation is produced by superficially placed vibration motors that ac-

tivate mechanoreceptors in the skin [86], see Fig. 1b(d) for visual representation. The 

stimulation can be modulated in amplitude and frequency (sinusoidal wave) that affect 

the intensity and quality of sensation, respectively. Even though only two physical 

parameters can be modulated, several perceived sensations can be created from mod-

ulating a single parameter [87]. For instance, at least three distinct sensations can be 

perceived by modulating frequency (static pressure, flutter, and smooth vibration), but 

these sensations can also be identified when the stimulation signal contains multiple 
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frequencies [88]. Thus, three perceived sensations can be generated by modulating a 

single physical parameter. The stimulation can be additionally modulated temporally 

and spatially to shape the feedback. Temporal modulation of the stimulation duration 

(on/off) can be applied to create temporal patterns or rhythms [89], [90]. Multiple 

tactors can also be combined in a single stimulation display (an array or matrix), which 

allows spatial modulation (changing location of stimulation by activating different 

motors) [91]–[93], but also generation of tactile spatial patterns through simultaneous 

activation of several motors [89], [94]. Hence, vibrotactile stimulation can exploit 

multiple stimulation modulations to communicate the prosthesis’ state and more so-

phisticated somatosensory information.  

These strategies have been used to convey different feedback variables to the user of 

a prosthesis. For instance, stimulation amplitude was modulated to convey discrete 

information about hand aperture [60], [61], [95], prosthesis velocity [96], grasp force 

[97] and this approach was also combined with spatial coding to implement grasp 

force feedback [52], [98]. Spatial modulation was used to represent levels of hand 

aperture [99], [100], grasp force [101]–[104], EMG amplitude (muscle contraction 

intensity) [101]–[103] and it was combined with temporal modulation for communi-

cating contact and DoF-switch [52]. Temporal modulation alone was used to com-

municate grasp force [99], [105] and discrete events (contact/release) [54], [66]. 

Vibrotactile feedback has been already introduced in a few commercial prostheses 

[106]–[108] but using only a single tactor conveying a single feedback variable. How-

ever, vibrotactile technology poses several disadvantages. The stimulation amplitude 

and frequency cannot be modulated entirely independently as the two parameters are 

coupled mechanically (i.e., by a resonance effect) [109]. Also, each tactor contains a 

motor and this limits the miniaturization of the technology and the practical integra-

tion of multiple tactors inside the prosthesis socket for spatial modulation [52], [98]–

[104].  

1.4.2. ELECTROTACTILE STIMULATION 

Electrotactile stimulation delivers low-amplitude current from an electrode placed on 

the skin surface to directly activate afferent nerves that are associated with mechano-

receptors [110], see Fig. 1b(e) for visual representation. Most commonly, sensation is 

designed to be produced below what is referred to as the active pad(s) while the ref-

erence pad ideally does not produce sensation but is required to close the electrical 

circuit. This is achieved by making the reference pads larger, thereby decreasing the 

current density to minimize the activation of the skin afferents [110], [111]. The sen-

sation of electrotactile stimulation has been subjectively described as “a tingle, itch, 

vibration, buzz, touch, pressure pinch and sharp and burning pain, depending on the 

stimulation voltage, current, and waveform, and the electrode size, material, contact 

force, skin location, thickness, and hydration”, quoted from [86]. To reduce the risk 
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of pain or unpleasant sensations, simple precautions can easily be taken: deliver bi-

phasic pulses to avoid skin-reddening [110], cleanse and moisturize the skin to lower 

and even out skin impedance (current flows through areas of low resistance), ensure 

a close and stable skin-electrode contact (electrode peeling off decreases contact size 

and increase current density), and carefully calibrate the stimulation intensity before 

use (avoid recruitment of nociceptors and ensure homogenous intensity across all 

electrode pads) [86], [110], [112], [113]. Thus, reasons for the more frequency use of 

vibrotactile is likely due to fast calibration of sensation intensity, the familiarity of 

sensing mechanical vibration, and low risk of recruiting nociceptors (painful sensa-

tions) [114]. However, as the vibrotactors contain mechanical moving parts opposed 

to electrotactile stimulation, vibrotactile stimulation also responds slower, produce 

incidental noise, and consume more power. 

The electrotactile stimulation can be modulated similarly as vibrotactile stimulation: 

intensity (amplitude or pulse width modulation), frequency, temporal modulation, and 

location of stimulation. Contrary to vibration interfaces, multiple frequencies cannot 

be combined into a complex periodic signal, but the effect can be somewhat repro-

duced by using simultaneous modulation of frequency and temporal length [115]. Op-

posed to vibrotactile stimulation, the intensity and frequency are decoupled and can 

be independently modulated. When using an electrode with multiple active pads 

(stimulation channels), the frequency, however, is a common parameter. The elec-

trode can be easily fabricated, and stimulation pads can be customized into any shape, 

size and spatial arrangement [116]. The active pads can therefore be densely packed, 

where density is only limited by the two-point discrimination (8.93 mm for the fore-

arm) [117], [118]. The independently adjustable physical parameters (intensity and 

frequency) and compactly distributed stimulation pads facilitate a stimulation display 

with higher bandwidth for information transfer compared to vibrotactile stimulation. 

Furthermore, a slim electrode, miniature stimulation device [116], low power-con-

sumption, and no noise from mechanical moving parts make an electrotactile system 

suitable for placing inside the socket, thereby enabling a practical and wearable 

closed-loop prosthetic system. Therefore, electrotactile stimulation was selected in the 

present PhD project as a technology of choice to communicate somatosensory feed-

back for closed-loop myoelectric control. 

Electrotactile feedback has been used before to represent feedback variables from a 

prosthesis. Spatial modulation was employed to communicate grasping force [67], 

[119], hand aperture, and wrist rotation [116], and this approach was also mixed with 

frequency modulation to convey grasp force [55], [67], [120] and EMG amplitude 

[55]. Modulating amplitude [100] and pulse width [57], as well as frequency and tem-

poral modulation was used to transmit grasp force and wrist flexion/extension, respec-

tively [116]. As also indicated by the literature overview for vibrotactile stimulation 

in section 1.4.1, different approaches for stimulation modulation were employed 

in previous studies. However, a direct comparison of the effectiveness of different 
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encoding schemes to communicate feedback variables and facilitate myoelectric 

control is rarely conducted.  

While above studies showed promising results in providing electrotactile feedback 

regarding the prosthesis’ state, one common aspect in these studies was that EMG and 

stimulation electrodes were not placed together. Instead, stimulation electrodes were 

placed on the upper arm [100] or the contralateral arm [55], [67], [119], [120], or 

EMG was replaced by a joystick to control the prosthesis instead [57]. The reason for 

physically separating the stimulation from the recording is that the electrical pulses 

interfere with the recorded EMG. The strong stimulation artefacts impair the quality 

of control and thus compromises the prosthesis effectiveness and user experience. 

1.4.3. ELECTRICAL ARTEFACT SUPPRESSION  

The suppression of electrical pulses in EMG recordings has been an issue of interest 

also within the field of functional electrical stimulation (FES) [121]–[125] for reha-

bilitation of muscle activation in patients with a motor disability. Here the EMG signal 

(intention of movement) can be used as a trigger to deliver the FES. A particular ob-

jective of the signal processing is to remove the M-wave which is produced by the 

FES itself while extracting the volitionally produced EMG signal that reflects user 

motion intention.  

When applying electrotactile stimulation for closed-loop myoelectric control, the 

stimulation is used to produce sensation and not to activate muscles. Thus, the artefact 

is of smaller amplitude. However, the EMG signal is recorded from multiple channels 

and is provided to a delicate control system that must accurately estimate user inten-

tion. The presence of stimulation pulses has shown to reduce the control accuracy 

dramatically when using neutral networks [126] or linear discriminant analysis (LDA) 

[127] for pattern classification. Therefore, the noise in the EMG recording needs to 

be eliminated as much as possible for the movement patterns to be correctly discrim-

inated. As mentioned, the stimulation and recording electrodes could be placed con-

tralaterally [67], or spatially separated ipsilaterally [100], [128], where a distance of 

more than 6 cm has shown to limit the interference significantly [129]. However, such 

approaches would make the integration of the electrotactile interface into the socket 

more challenging. Only, few studies investigated simultaneous stimulation and re-

cording without separating electrodes spatially by using time-division multiplexing 

[130] or artefact blanking [127]. In the former method, the stimulation was divided 

into on and off segments while the EMG signal was continuously acquired. The re-

cording containing artefacts was discarded and only the artefact-free recording was 

used for myoelectric control. While providing stable control, the time-division multi-

plexing approach increases time delay in prosthesis response and disrupts the feed-

back flow. Artefact blanking, however, is a selective approach where the artifacts 

generated by individual pulses are suppressed, while the artefact-free EMG signal is 

retained. In pattern-recognition-based myoelectric control, the incoming EMG signal 
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is segmented into time-windows from which features are calculated and used as input 

to the control system. In [127], different strategies on how to handle blanked data 

intervals in time-windows for feature extraction were evaluated offline, showing no 

difference in classification accuracy when compared to an entirely artefact-free EMG 

signal. The advantage of the artefact blanking method is that it does not introduce time 

delay or disrupts the flow of feedback. Translating the promising results from [127] 

into an online application would demonstrate a solution for closed-loop myoelec-

tric control using electrotactile stimulation where recording and stimulation elec-

trodes are placed next to each other.  However, this challenge has not yet been 

addressed in the literature. Enabling simultaneous recording and stimulation 

would establish electrotactile stimulation as a practically applicable technology 

and motivate further exploration of electrotactile feedback in the scientific com-

munity. 

1.4.4. COMMUNICATION OF MULTIPLE FEEDBACK VARIABLES 

Commercially available multifunctional myoelectric prostheses such as Bebionic 

Hand (Otto Bock, Duderstadt, Germany) [131] and iLimb (Össur, Reykjavik, Iceland) 

[132] contain actuation motors in individual fingers enabling various hand gestures. 

The Michelangelo Hand from Otto Bock [133] contains a single motor to drive the 

flexion and extension all four fingers and thumb with the possibility of attaching an 

active wrist [25]. In addition, force sensors are embedded in the Hand [133]. The flex-

ion and rotation angle of the fingers and wrist, respectively, can be also read from the 

prosthesis sensors. Thus, three feedback variables (grasp force, hand aperture, and 

wrist rotation) need to be conveyed to communicate the full state of the prosthesis. 

Only few previous studies communicated more than a single variable of a closed-loop 

myoelectric prosthesis through either invasive [63], [134]–[136] or non-invasive stim-

ulation [61], [95], [99], [100]. Information on fingertip pressure and proprioception 

was provided through peripheral nerve stimulation by modulating the frequency of 

selected channels linearly [134], [135] and using intensity modulation [63], [136]. 

Vibrotactile stimulation was used to communicate grasp force and hand aperture 

through intensity and spatial modulation of a prosthesis placed remotely [99] and a 

virtual prosthesis controlled using a computer mouse [61], [95]. Spatial modulation 

of an array of vibration tactors and amplitude modulation of an electrode grid placed 

on the upper arm transmitted information about finger joint angle and grasp force, 

respectively, of a prosthesis placed on a table [100]. Thus, the solutions proposed in 

the literature, so far, have conveyed at most two feedback variables, namely, grasp 

force and hand aperture. In general, as also indicated by the literature overview in 

section 1.4.1 and 1.4.2, grasp force is most commonly investigated feedback vari-

able, whereas the methods to convey the proprioceptive information about the 

prosthesis’ state (hand aperture and wrist rotation) are less addressed in the lit-

erature. 
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The studies using invasive stimulation methods do not compromise the feasibility of 

integrating the full closed-loop setup in a single system. However, as mentioned in 

section 1.3.1, the surgical intervention can be a hindrance amongst prosthesis users to 

apply invasive solutions. In the studies mentioned in the previous paragraph using 

superficial stimulation, the feedback was designed in a fashion that ignored the spatial 

limitation of a possible in-socket solution especially for users with proximal transra-

dial amputations. For instance, in all cases, individual feedback variables were com-

municated by separate stimulation displays divided by notable distance. In [61], [95], 

[99], an array of vibration tactors (first display) was placed circumferentially proxi-

mally on the forearm to communicate one feedback variable by spatial modulation, 

and a single larger tactor (second display) was placed more distally to communicate 

the other feedback variable by amplitude modulation. In [100], an array of vibration 

tactors (first display) was placed distally on the upper arm communicating hand aper-

ture through spatial modulation, and an electrode grid (second display) was placed 

more proximally to communicate grasp force through amplitude modulation. The size 

of such stimulation setups would likely be too spacious to fit inside the prosthesis 

socket or be useful for users with proximal transradial amputations. Alternatively, the 

multiple feedback variables can be communicated by a single stimulation display, e.g., 

multichannel electrotactile array [116]. In [116], feedback encodings were designed 

to communicate the full state of a multifunctional prosthesis through a 16-channel 

electrode array by exploiting the high spatial and parameter resolution of the electro-

tactile display. Information regarding discrete intervals of hand aperture and wrist ro-

tation angles were conveyed through spatial coding schemes, and the levels of grasp 

force were communicated by adjusting the stimulation frequency. However, the feed-

back was only evaluated psychometrically and only for each feedback variable inde-

pendently. The high success rates indicated that subjects intuitively understood the 

individual feedback encodings, and the study provided inspiration on how to combine 

multiple feedback variables into a single encoding. However, no study using non-

invasive stimulation has yet directly evaluated the communication of multiple 

feedback variables using a single stimulation display during online closed-loop 

myoelectric prosthetic control tasks or communicated simultaneously more than 

two feedback variables (full state of prosthesis).  

Furthermore, in the previously mentioned studies communicating more than a single 

feedback variable using non-invasive stimulation, the subjects did not wear the pros-

thesis and equipment for closed-loop control on the ipsi-lateral forearm [61], [95], 

[99], [100]. In [99], [100], the prosthesis was placed on a table and in [61], [95] it was 

represented virtually. Thereby, the studies were disregarding the added weight from 

the prosthesis which can challenge the control robustness [137] and leaving out the 

incidental feedback produced by the prosthesis motors. By not mounting the full 

closed-loop setup on the same forearm, the improvement that the supplementary feed-

back might show to have on myoelectric control performance cannot be practically 

justified. 
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1.5. AIM OF THE PROJECT 

The preceding chapter analyzed the state-of-the-art within closed-loop myoelectric 

control and highlighted unaddressed and/or scarcely investigated areas in the litera-

ture. These points are summarized below, and they motivated the aims of the present 

work. 

The electrotactile technology allows multiple approaches to modulate the stimulation 

to represent feedback variables describing the prosthesis’ state, namely, intensity, fre-

quency, temporal and spatial modulation. Most studies have focused on communi-

cating grasp force, despite prosthesis users expressed an interest to additionally re-

ceive the proprioceptive information (hand aperture and wrist rotation). An aim of 

the PhD project was, therefore, to compare the effectiveness of different feedback 

encodings to communicate the proprioceptive information of the prosthesis’ state 

and facilitate myoelectric control.  

Compared to vibrotactile feedback, electrotactile stimulation is less frequently applied 

in the literature to communicate sensory information in closed-loop myoelectric con-

trol. One reason for this is that when the stimulation and recording electrode are placed 

adjacently (inside the prosthesis socket) electrical pulses interfere with the myoelec-

tric recording leading to unreliable prosthetic control. Blanking of the electrical arte-

fact in the EMG recording has shown to be an effective technique to improve offline 

classification accuracy. Therefore, an aim of the PhD project was to show the fea-

sibility of using online artefact blanking for stable closed-loop myoelectric con-

trol with stimulation and recording electrodes placed adjacently on the ipsilat-

eral forearm. 

Previous studies communicating more than a single feedback variable using non-in-

vasive stimulation, did not consider the spatial confinement of an in-socket solution 

nor did the subjects wear a physical prosthesis. The information provided by the inci-

dental feedback from the prosthesis was therefore not considered, and the developed 

supplementary feedback was not compared to the baseline (incidental feedback). Fur-

thermore, no study has yet communicated simultaneously the full state (hand aperture, 

wrist rotation and grasp force) of a multifunctional prosthesis during online closed-

loop control. Therefore, the aims of the PhD project were 1) to enable that the 

entire closed-loop prosthetic setup is worn on the ipsilateral forearm, and 2) to 

compare the myoelectric control performance during a functional task when re-

ceiving supplementary feedback about the full state of the prosthesis versus when 

relying only on the incidental feedback (baseline performance). 
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1.5.1. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

Merging the above stated aims, the grand objective of the present PhD project was to 

demonstrate a self-contained solution for closed-loop prosthesis control where elec-

trotactile stimulation is employed to effectively convey the full-state of a multifunc-

tional prosthesis. Research questions were formulated to address the aims of the pro-

ject: 

RQ1. How can multiple feedback variables be communicated in a single 

feedback coding scheme using a single stimulation display to improve myo-

electric control performance? Do the subjects find specific modulation of the 

stimulation more intuitive to understand than others? 

 

RQ2. How can stable control be achieved while delivering electrotactile 

feedback simultaneously with EMG recording and with stimulation and re-

cording electrodes placed adjacently? 

 

RQ3. Can the full state of a multifunctional myoelectric prosthesis be con-

veyed to the user in an intuitive manner that allows reliable perception and 

easy interpretation? What is the benefit of supplemental electrotactile feed-

back compared to incidental feedback from the prosthesis? 

Three studies were designed and completed in the effort of providing qualified an-

swers to the posed research questions. 

Study I: “Amplitude versus spatially modulated electrotactile feedback for my-

oelectric control of two degrees of freedom” [1] 

As an effort to address RQ1, Study I was designed. Novel feedback coding schemes 

based on amplitude and spatial modulation, respectively, were designed using a mul-

tichannel electrode array placed circumferentially around the forearm to communicate 

the proprioceptive information of hand aperture and wrist rotation. The novel spatial 

encoding resembled the movement of the wrist rotation and finger/thumb position 

during closing/opening of the hand. Stimulation on the dorsal side of the forearm 

moved in sync with the rotation of the prosthesis wrist and oppositely placed electrode 

pads on the volar side imitated the movement of the fingers and thumb when closing 

hand by decreasing the pad distance until the hand fully closed. In the novel ampli-

tude-based scheme, wrist pronation, supination and hand aperture were represented 

by activating fixed pad groups, and an increase in either DoF was communicated by 

increasing the stimulation amplitude. As the aim was to directly compare the effec-

tiveness of the two coding schemes through myoelectric control performance, the par-

ticipants controlled a virtual prosthesis. The electrotactile stimulation was applied to 

the contralateral forearm to avoid contaminating the myoelectric signal that would 

otherwise disrupt the control and mask the effectiveness of the feedback encodings.  
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Study II: “A compact system for simultaneous stimulation and recording for 

closed-loop myoelectric control” [2] 

Study II was conducted to address RQ2. A novel device containing both electrotactile 

stimulation and EMG recording units allowed online blanking of electrical artefacts 

in the EMG recording. The device was used to show the feasibility of placing both 

recording and stimulation electrodes on the ipsilateral forearm while retaining stable 

control. A novel feedback scheme communicating wrist rotation and hand aperture 

through spatial and parameter modulation, respectively, was designed to provide use-

ful feedback to the subjects while stressing the control by changing the length and 

frequency of blanked signal intervals. The myoelectric control performance was com-

pared with and without electrotactile stimulation during control of a virtual prosthesis.  

Study III: “Closed-Loop Control of a Multifunctional Myoelectric Prosthesis 

With Full-State Anatomically Congruent Electrotactile Feedback” [3] 

Study III addressed RQ3 but also addressed RQ1 and RQ2 by comparing different 

feedback encodings while using ipsilateral placement of recording and stimulation 

electrodes. A novel feedback encoding was designed to convey the full state of wrist 

rotation, hand aperture, and grasp force of a multifunctional prosthesis. The spatial 

motion of the wrist and fingers were coupled to communicate the proprioceptive in-

formation of the prosthesis in an anatomical congruent manner. Two electrode pads 

rotated synchronized with the direction of the prosthesis’ wrist with a fixed inter-pad 

distance and the distance between the two pads changed as the hand began to close to 

follow the movement of the fingers and thumb. Grasping force was additionally con-

veyed through parameter modulation of the active electrode pads, effectively com-

municating three feedback variables simultaneously through a single stimulation dis-

play. The novel feedback coding was compared to the spatial encoding evaluated in 

Study I, in which wrist rotation and hand aperture feedback variables were sectorized 

on the dorsal and volar side of the forearm, respectively, and grasp force was similarly 

communicated using parameter modulation. Subjects wore the entire setup of record-

ing and stimulation electrodes and physical prosthesis on the ipsilateral forearm, and 

the myoelectric control performance was compared when receiving the electrotactile 

feedback versus incidental feedback only (no visual feedback). 
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CHAPTER 2. EQUIPMENT 

In all studies, EMG was used as signal source for prosthetic control, and electrotactile 

stimulation was used to provide feedback about the state of the prosthesis. In Study I, 

the EMG signal was recorded from the dominant forearm and the stimulation was 

delivered to the contralateral arm using separate devices, see Fig. 2a. In Study II, the 

recording and stimulation electrodes were placed on the same forearm and connected 

to the same device, see Fig. 2b. In Study III, the subjects additionally wore a physical 

prosthesis on the ipsilateral forearm as shown in Fig. 2c. These closed-loop myoelec-

tric control components are described in the following sections. All interfacing with 

the equipment was conducted through a PC using MatLab (MathWorks, USA). 

2.1. MYO ARMBAND 

In Study I, the Myo armband developed by the Canadian company previously known 

as Thalmic Labs was used to record EMG signals, see Fig. 3a. The armband contains 

eight embedded bipolar stainless-steel electrode channels that are dry and do not re-

quire disposal after use. The armband is stretchable and can be further tightened with 

clips so that it can be adjusted to forearms of different thickness while ensuring equi-

distant spatial separation of channels. It communicates wirelessly via Bluetooth 4.0, 

eliminating the presence of wires that may restrict mobility. The sample rate of the 

armband is 200 Hz, and it contains an integrated 50-Hz notch filter for the removal of 

noise from the power grid. 

2.2. MAXSENS DEVICE 

In Study II and III, the EMG signal was recorded using the MaxSens device (Tecnalia 

Research & Development, Spain), see Fig. 3a [138], and the device was used in all 

studies to provide electrotactile stimulation. The device was developed in a collabo-

rative effort before the inception of the PhD project. The hardware description of the 

device is documented in detail in the publication associated to Study II [2], but a sum-

mary of the components is provided in the following sections. 

2.2.1. EMG RECORDING 

The EMG signal can be acquired using either the eight circular pad-pairs (bipolar 

configuration) or single pads from the pad-pairs (monopolar configuration) and the 

three large reference pads, see Fig. 3a. The electrode pads consist of conductive 

Ag/AgCl traces embedded within a 150 μm polyester layer. To improve the electrode-

skin contact, the pads were covered with conductive hydrogel (AG702, Axelgaard, 

Denmark). The electrode was printed in three different sizes to accommodate forearm 

thicknesses expected from healthy able-bodied subjects. The signal can be transmitted 
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Fig. 2. The illustration of the equipment placement in the respective studies. In the studies, a Velcro 

sports band was used to improve electrode-skin contact and to the MaxSens device was attached on 

top of the band. The photos in a), b), and c) show how the equipment was mounted in Studies I, II, and 

III, respectively. Note that the stimulation equipment was placed contralaterally in Study I and ipsilat-

erally in Study II and III. The Michelangelo Hand was additionally mounted on the same forearm in 

Study III. 
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both via USB cable and wireless Bluetooth connection. The sample rate can be set to 

250, 500, 1000 or 2000 Hz, and the gain can be set to 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 or 24. 

2.2.2. ELECTROTACTILE STIMULATION 

The electrode array consisted of 16 active circular pads and an elongated reference 

pad [116] and was fabricated using the same material as the recording electrode. The 

pads were covered with the hydrogel to increase conductivity, see Fig. 3a. As for the 

recording electrode, three sizes were produced to accommodate varying forearm 

thicknesses in the subjects. The MaxSens delivered asynchronous rectangular bi-pha-

sic pulses. The pulse amplitude and width could be adjusted for individual pads in the 

range of 10-500 µs in increments of 10 µs and 0.1-10 mA in increments of 0.1 mA, 

respectively. The pulse frequency was a common parameter for all pads and could be 

modulated in the range of 1-400 Hz in increments of 1 Hz. 

2.2.3. STIMULATION ARTEFACT BLANKING 

The MaxSens device contains both recording and stimulation units with bidirectional 

communication and precise synchronization that allows for blanking of stimulation 

pulses in the EMG recording  (see Fig. 4 for artefact influence when blanking is off 

and on). A sample-and-hold technique is used, such that when stimulation is produced, 

Fig. 3. The equipment for closed-loop myoelectric control. The photo in a) shows the eight-channel 

Myo armband recording device, and the MaxSens device with eight-channel recording and 16-channel 

stimulation electrodes connected. In b), the Michelangelo Hand is shown attached to the external 

socket to mount the prosthesis on the able-bodied subject. 
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the value of the last recorded sample is copied to the subsequent samples until the 

blanking interval is finished (see Fig. 5a). The number of blanked samples for one 

stimulation pulse is determined based on the pulse width, amplitude, and number of 

active pads [2], where the higher those parameter are, the more samples are blanked. 

Specifically, when more pads are activated, the pulse generated from each pad is de-

livered asynchronously separated by an inter-pulse interval. Thus, in case that all 

pulses have the same duration, the blanking duration is proportional to the sum of the 

pulse width and inter-pulse interval times the number of active pads. However, as the 

skin acts as a capacitator, the blanking duration was prolonged further by an experi-

mentally derived function of pulse width and amplitude, see Equation 1 in [2]. The 

 

Fig. 4. The EMG signal recorded from a single channel while the participant performed two contrac-

tions interleaved by 3 s resting. In a) and b), the blanking was turned off and on, respectively, clearly 

indicating the effectiveness of the dynamic blanking method for the suppression of stimulation arte-

facts.  
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stimulation frequency determined the occurrence of blanking intervals, where an in-

crease in frequency introduced more blanking intervals into the recording.  

2.3. MICHELANGELO HAND 

In Study III, the subjects controlled a physical prosthesis, the multifunctional Michel-

angelo Hand [133] and wore it using an external socket seen in Fig. 3b. The hand can 

move in two DoFs, hand opening/closing and wrist rotation. As mentioned in section 

1.4.4, the hand contains a single motor to flex all fingers and the thumb simultane-

ously, where the thumb can be separately actuated to perform two grasp types (palmar 

and lateral). However, only palmar grasp was utilized in the present project. The hand 

 

Fig. 5. Zoomed-in capture of an EMG recording from a single channel with blanking of stimulation 

artefacts delivered at 30 Hz frequency. In a), one window of 300 ms (600 samples at 2 kHz sample 

rate) is shown, with blanking intervals highlighted in red, illustrating the sample-and-hold technique. 

In b), the blanking removal approach applied in Study II is shown, where the red circles indicate the 

points where the segregated EMG intervals are concatenated. The number of samples is reduced to 

~450, effectively decreasing the recorded information by ~25 % using this specific stimulation setting. 
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aperture range in palmar grasp is ~11 cm to 0 cm with a maximum velocity of ~0.4 s 

and the grasp force in the range of 0-70 N. The range of motion for the wrist rotation 

is from 160° to 160° with a maximum velocity of 25 rpm (full rotation ~3 s). Through 

Bluetooth communication, the rotation, aperture, and force levels can be read from 

the sensors embedded in the prosthesis as normalized values in the range of -100 to 

100, 0-100, and 0-100, respectively. Thus, the aperture DoF is represented by half the 

number of values compared to the rotation DoF, and the neutral positions of 0 corre-

spond to the hand fully open for hand aperture and midway of the rotation extremes 

in each direction for wrist rotation (wrist horizontal). Movement commands are trans-

mitted from the host PC to the prosthesis through the Bluetooth connection. 
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CHAPTER 3. MYOELECTRIC PROS-

THETIC CONTROL 

In this chapter, the implementation of the myoelectric control is described. Initially, 

an overview of the procedures necessary for enabling myoelectric control is provided, 

after which the specific implementation for each procedure is explained.  

3.1. MYOELECTRIC CONTROL USING PATTERN 
RECOGNITION 

The control system of a pattern recognition-based myoelectric prosthesis uses a ma-

chine learning algorithm to generate a movement output. As EMG is a stochastic sig-

nal that varies largely between individuals, the control system needs to be calibrated 

for individual users specifically, and also after each donning on and off in the same 

user as the skin electrode interface changes (electrode positioning, skin properties etc.) 

[139]–[141]. Before the user can control the prosthesis in real-time/online, the control 

system needs to be modelled to accurately recognize and differentiate EMG patterns 

related to the performed hand movements, also referred to as training the control sys-

tem. 

The EMG signal can be acquired from electrodes placed on the surface of the skin or 

by using intramuscular electrodes that can collect individual motor unit action poten-

tials. While intramuscular recordings provide information from an individual muscle 

and a less noisy signal, surface EMG is most commonly applied due to the ease of 

use. Typically, the EMG is recorded from an electrode array placed circumferentially 

around the forearm with multiple recording points arranged equidistantly [142]–[144]. 

EMG is acquired using either mono- or bi-polar configuration. The former method 

measures the electrical potential between active electrode pads placed on the skin 

above muscles and a reference pad placed on a neutral site (condyles of the bone), 

where the latter measures the electrical potential between electrode pad-pairs both 

placed on the skin above muscles. Monopolar recordings are prone to containing com-

mon noise across the multiple channel recordings due the common reference point 

[145]. In all cases, the active electrodes should be placed on the bulkiest section of the 

muscle to ensure optimal signal quality [22]. To ensure a low skin-electrode imped-

ance and more stable contact, the skin can be prepared before electrode placement 

[146], [147]. The EMG signal is typically preprocessed by an analogue filter (usually 

a 50 Hz notch and anti-aliasing filter) before it is sampled through an analogue-digital 

converter. As the EMG spectrum is in the range of approximately 10-500 Hz, a sample 

rate of at least 1000 Hz is recommended to avoid aliasing and retain the signal fre-

quency content [23], [148]. The analogue components described so far comprise the 

recording equipment.  
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On the digital side of the pattern classification pipeline, further signal processing can 

be performed, e.g., filtering, artefact removal etc., before segmenting the signal into 

temporal windows (data segmentation). During online control, the temporal length of 

the window is a compromise between control accuracy (longer windows give more 

temporal context) and delay (shorter windows enable control output at a faster rate). 

Overlapping between consecutive windows is often employed to capture temporal 

continuity and ensure a smooth transition. 150-250 ms windows with 50 % overlap is 

recommended as an appropriate trade-off between accuracy and delay [149]. Features 

describing the amplitude and frequency content are calculated from the samples con-

tained in each window to extract relevant information from the signal (feature extrac-

tion). Typically, the features are calculated directly in the time-domain due the faster 

computation compared to transforming the signal to the frequency-domain [150]. To 

record the data to train the classifier, the subject is asked to perform desired hand 

movements while the EMG is acquired (training data acquisition). The EMG signal 

changes characteristics at different contraction intensities and at various states of the 

contraction: transient (increase and decrease of muscle force) and steady state (stable 

contraction) [23], [151]. To create a control system that can capture these changes in 

the signal, transient and steady state of the EMG should be included in the data acqui-

sition [151], [152]. The features extracted from the training data are used to fit a pat-

tern recognition model. When using a sequential control system, the features and as-

sociated movement labels are used as training data for a single classification model. 

A proportional control model that estimates the intended prosthesis movement veloc-

ity based on the EMG amplitude needs to be added as an extra component, as the 

classifier only determines the intended movement class. Regression models trained 

for each hand movement can be used to determine the proportional output.  A simple 

but commonly used approach is to estimate the total muscle activation level by com-

puting the average mean absolute value or root mean square of the windowed EMG 

signal across all channels. This value is then normalized to the EMG amplitude rec-

orded when the subject performs the maximum voluntary contraction (MVC) and 

mapped to the normalized prosthesis command input (i.e., EMG of 1 leads to prosthe-

sis closing at the maximum velocity during closing and produces maximum grasping 

force after contact). When using a simultaneous control system, the regression models 

can be used directly to decide both movement and proportional control output, by 

selecting the highest output value of the models from each DoF. Finally, the trained 

control system is ready to evaluate incoming EMG signals to estimate an online con-

trol output that is mapped into a prosthesis action (output mapping).  

3.2. RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

The Myo armband used in Study I samples the EMG signal at 200 Hz and does not 

have an anti-aliasing filter integrated. Thus, the signal frequencies above 100 Hz are 

aliased. Nevertheless, offline analysis using an LDA classifier demonstrated that us-

ing the armband can achieve comparable accuracy to conventional gel electrodes sam-

pling at 1000 Hz [153], and the armband has also been frequently applied for pattern 
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recognition in myoelectric prosthetic control [154]. The armband was placed on the 

thickest part of the forearm to cover as many muscles as possible to facilitate the 

recognition of different hand gestures. 

In both Study II and III, that used the MaxSens for EMG recording, the bipolar re-

cording configuration was used. Less of common noise signal was captured from each 

channel compared to the monopolar setting, thereby facilitating greater discriminabil-

ity of hand movements. The electrode size that each subject applied was selected so 

that the distance between the two extreme pad-pairs meeting on the volar side of the 

forearm was as similar as possible to the distance between the other neighboring elec-

trode pairs. As with the Myo armband, the electrode was placed on the thickest part 

of the forearm. To ensure that pads were in stable contact with the skin, a Velcro sport 

band was used to tighten the fit, and the MaxSens device was then placed on the top 

of the band. In Study II, the USB connection was used but this was changed to wireless 

connection in Study III to demonstrate the feasibility of a mobile wearable solution. 

The sample rate was fixed to 1 and 2 kHz in Study II and III, respectively, for accurate 

signal representation (no aliasing). The sample rate was reduced between the two stud-

ies as the data transmission using Bluetooth was more stable at a lower sampling fre-

quency especially when the wireless Bluetooth interfacing with the physical prosthe-

sis was additionally included in the loop. 

3.3. DATA SEGMENTATION 

In Study I, a window length of 200 ms with 100 ms overlap was implemented, effec-

tively computing the control decision every 100 ms using 200 ms of EMG information 

[149]. During the 100 ms window, the signal was acquired, processed  and stimulation 

commands were transmitted to the MaxSens device. Pilot tests showed that the 100 

ms update frequency was the minimum duration required to perform the required to 

complete both the control and stimulation pipeline. In Study II, the window length 

was further increased to 300 ms with an overlap of 100 ms, updating the control output 

every 200 ms using 300 ms EMG information. The update frequency was decreased 

to accommodate more complex processing due to increased sampling rate (more data) 

and additional processing steps (see next section 3.4). However, pilot tests indicated 

that the 200 ms update frequency did not affect the performance and user experience. 

In Study III, the window size was decreased from 300 ms to 200 ms (with no overlap) 

to reduce the amount of data while retaining the update frequency. This was required 

to accommodate the more complex signal processing (as in Study II) and an additional 

communication and processing loop due to interfacing with the physical prosthesis. 

3.4. SIGNAL PROCESSING 

Digital filtering of the acquired EMG signal was implemented in all studies. A 2nd 

order Butterworth high-pass filter with cut-off frequency at 15 Hz was applied for 
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removal of motion artefacts. In Study I, an analogue 50-Hz notch filter was already 

integrated in the Myo armband and the low 200 Hz sample rate caused aliasing leaving 

no need for a digital lowpass filter. No further signal processing was needed to de-

noise the acquired EMG signal in Study I. In Study II and III, a 50-Hz notch filter and 

a 2nd order Butterworth lowpass filter with the cut-off at 350 Hz were implemented.  

In Study II, the recording was performed simultaneously with stimulation and the 

EMG signal was exposed to blanking. The blanking intervals were therefore identi-

fied, removed and the segregated signal parts were concatenated (see Fig. 5b) as rec-

ommended in [127]. As shown in [127] the removal of blanked intervals resulted in a 

significantly higher classification accuracy compared to retaining the blanked inter-

vals. Another approach for similarly accurate control would have been to wait for 

enough non-blanked samples to arrive to replace the removed blanked samples, effec-

tively increasing the window length [127]. The former approach was implemented to 

retain the window length of 300 ms and avoid output delay. 

In both Study II and III, the adjacent placement of recording and stimulation elec-

trodes demanded more elaborate processing of the recorded EMG signal when the 

electrotactile stimulation was active during online control. In both studies, the occur-

rence of outlier samples with large amplitude was observed (see Fig. 6a). Therefore, 

a sliding 10-sample Hampel outlier-removal filter was applied. For each sample, the 

median of the 10 neighboring samples (five on each side) was computed, and the same 

samples were used to calculate the median absolute difference. If the sample was more 

than three times higher than the median absolute difference, the sample was replaced 

with the median. 

For Study III, the stimulation introduced further artefacts, perhaps due instability in 

the internal unit communication and data transmission when using the Bluetooth con-

nection despite reducing the sample rate from 2 to 1 kHz. Changing the activation of 

pads caused a signal offset in two recording channels (see Fig. 6b for an example), 

and the pilot tests showed that this caused unstable closed-loop control. To eliminate 

the offset, first the difference between consecutive samples (differenced EMG signal) 

was calculated for one window to accentuate the offset. The standard deviation of the 

differenced EMG signal was computed and values higher than four times the standard 

deviation was set to zero, which reliably removed the offset while preserving signal 

amplitude information. As observed in [2], the blanking algorithm did not suppress 

the stimulation artifact completely introducing a small amplitude leakage after each 

blank (see Fig. 6c). Therefore, contrary to what was proposed in [127], the blanked 

stimulation pulses were not discarded from the signal. Instead, a comb and notch filter 

at the present and half the present stimulation frequency, respectively, were applied 
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to attenuate the leakage amplitude and its harmonics (see Fig. 6, for an example of a 

more severe case of the current leakage).  

 

Fig. 6. Illustration of artefacts in an unprocessed recording of the resting movement during simultane-

ous 40 Hz electrotactile stimulation with the change of active pad at every 2 s. The artefacts are indi-

cated by red circles and the grey boxes encompass the area of the recording shown in the subsequent 

illustration. In a), a large amplitude outlier is seen, which was effectively removed by the Hampel 

filter. In b), the offset induced by the change in the active pad is viewed and was processed by the 

described standard deviation-based suppression. The last illustration, c), shows the current leakage 

present after each blanking interval (grey lines) is finished. As seen, the damping of the electrical 

pulses continued in most cases until the next pulse arrived. However, the leakage was sufficiently 

attenuated by the implemented comb filter.  
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3.5. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

Traditionally, the benchmark time-domain features mean absolute value (MAV), 

waveform length (WL), zero crossings (ZC), and slope-sign changes (SSC) are ex-

tracted from the data windows [155], also referred to as Hudgins features. MAV is 

similar to the root-mean-square value and characterized the intensity of muscle acti-

vation, WL describes both intensity and frequency content, and ZC ad SSC are fre-

quency content descriptors. The low sample rate in Myo armband aliases the fre-

quency content of the signal and thereby also the information contained in the ZC and 

SSC features. In [156], an alternative set of features were proposed when using the 

Myo armband, characterizing the amplitude relationship between neighboring chan-

nels (i.e., space-domain features). Compared to Hudgins features, the space-domain 

features showed an increase in classification accuracy in an offline analysis. The 

space-domain features were therefore used in Study I. In Study II, the sample rate was 

appropriate, to preserve the frequency content of the recorded EMG and Hudgins fea-

tures were therefore extracted. In Study III, regression was used for simultaneous con-

trol, and as usually done in the literature [30], [31], only MAV was extracted and used 

as input for the regressor. 

3.6. TRAINING DATA ACQUISITION 

Features were extracted from the EMG signals recorded in the training data acquisi-

tion. The strategy for data acquisition was similar across all three studies. EMG sig-

nals were recorded from active hand movements including wrist supination and pro-

nation (wrist rotation DoF) and hand closing and opening (hand aperture DoF), along 

with the resting (no contraction). The MAV of the EMG signal was computed for each 

channel and averaged to estimate the overall level of muscle activation. This level was 

then represented as a cursor on a computer monitor, which moved horizontally with 

time and vertically with EMG amplitude. Initially, a 15-s baseline of rest was recorded 

along with the 15-s prolonged MVC (pMVC) of each active movement. These mini-

mum and maximum EMG signal amplitude recordings were used to normalize the 

cursor movement (EMG amplitude) such that the lower and upper limit of vertical 

excursion corresponded to the baseline and pMVC recording, respectively. When ac-

quiring the data used for feature extraction and training of the control system, the 

subjects were asked to trace a trapezoidal trajectory comprising a 3-second incline and 

decline, and an in-between 5-second plateau to capture transient and steady state of 

the muscle contraction, respectively [157]. Three recordings were acquired from each 

of the active movements, respectively, and the plateau was scaled to 40 %, 50 %, and 

70 % of the pMVC. Lastly, a 15-s recording of rest was acquired.  

In Study II and II, the baseline recording showed a higher amplitude during electro-

tactile stimulation despite the implementation of firmware blanking and more elabo-
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rate signal processing. Therefore, electrical stimulation was activated during the re-

cording of the resting movement in an effort to increase control stability during rest. 

In Study II, eight electrode pads were simultaneously activated throughout the 15-s 

recording in the pattern of two active adjacent pads interleaved by two inactive adja-

cent pads. Stimulation parameter settings were 500 µs pulse width, 50 Hz frequency 

and amplitude values calibrated at sensation threshold. In Study III, a sweep through 

the neighboring pad-pairs (2-s activation per pad-pair) was applied to better capture 

the spatial contamination from the coding schemes. Stimulation parameters settings 

were 400 µs pulse width, 35 Hz frequency and amplitude values calibrated at locali-

zation threshold [158]). 

In Study I and II, the training data was recorded while the subject was seated comfort-

able in a chair with the arm relaxed next to the body. In Study III, the subject per-

formed a functional evaluation task with varying limb position. To account for the 

induced limb position effect, the training data were recorded with the subject standing 

and the elbow flexed to  approximately 60° [31], [139]. 

3.7. PATTERN RECOGNITION AND PROPORTIONAL 
CONTROL 

In Study I and II, the extracted features were used to train an LDA classifier and pro-

portional control model to identify the movement intention and prosthesis velocity 

and force, respectively. This is a commonly applied combination for sequential myo-

electric prosthetic control [27], [159]–[162]. In the training of the LDA classifier, the 

feature set of each hand movement class is modeled using a Gaussian distribution, by 

assuming that the classes share common co-variance matrix. Using this assumption, 

the posterior probability of each movement class can be calculated from the Bayes’ 

rule, where the movement class with the highest probability is the output of the clas-

sifier (recognized motion). For proportional control, a separate multiple linear regres-

sion model was trained for each movement class to determine the intended movement 

velocity during closing and grasping force after contact. The input was the MAV of 

the EMG signal, and the output was set as the normalized MAV scaled from 0-1 with 

the pMVC as the upper limit. The target output for the rest class was set to zero when 

fitting regression, to induce greater stability when no movement was produced. 

In Study III, multiple linear regression models, one per movement class, were trained 

and applied to estimate both movement intention and velocity for simultaneous pro-

portional control. To enable simultaneous control, the output of the control system 

during online control was the highest value of the two regressors estimating wrist ro-

tation (pronation/supination regressor) and hand aperture DoF (opening and closing 

regressor), respectively. While using regression models allows simultaneous move-

ments, it can be prone to cross talk from the other DoF when wanting to perform single 

DoF motion. Therefore, the training of regression models was similar to that used in 

Study I and II to estimate the proportional activation after classification, but for each 
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movement class, the MAV of the EMG signal of the remaining movement classes 

were additionally included as input while the desired output was set to zero. To further 

increase stable one-DoF movement in Study III and increase control stability during 

resting in all studies, no proportional control output was produced when the contrac-

tion level was below 20 % of the pMVC of the recognized movement. 
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CHAPTER 4. ELECTROTACTILE STIM-

ULATION TO COMMUNICATE SOMA-

TOSENSORY FEEDBACK 

This chapter describes the motivation and implementation of the novel feedback cod-

ing schemes designed to communicate proprioceptive information and grasping force. 

In all coding schemes the range of each feedback variable was discretized into distinct 

levels. While discretization of sensory feedback is not natural (as the natural feedback 

is continuous), it was selected as it allows the subject to interpret the feedback easily 

with minimal training. From discrete feedback it is also expected that the user can 

"interpolate" the levels to expand the information contained by the explicit feedback. 

Common for all schemes was that no stimulation was provided when the prosthesis 

was in the neutral position of hand fully opened and wrist horizontal, which acted as 

a distinct point of reference. The schemes are described by assuming that they have 

been applied to a right-handed subject. The spatial information describing wrist rota-

tion was mirrored for left-handed subjects. Before explaining the feedback encodings 

more in detail, the method for calibrating the stimulation intensity is initially de-

scribed. 

4.1. STIMULATION INTENSITY CALIBRATION 

As mentioned in section 1.4.2, the intensity of the stimulation needs to be calibrated 

before use to ensure a comfortable sensation. Initially, the electrode array was placed 

on the forearm, where the size used by the individual subject was selected to approx-

imating same distance between the extreme pads converging on the volar side of the 

forearm as for the remaining pads. Ensuring an equidistant pad separation was im-

portant for the spatial modulation to be perceived as envisioned.  

In both Study I and II, the intensity was calibrated by determining both the sensation 

and discomfort thresholds, whereas in Study III, the localization threshold (clear and 

localized sensation) [158] was determined. The localization threshold was determined 

for Study III instead of the sensation threshold after subjects reported in Study I and 

II that the sensation threshold could be difficult to recognize especially when simul-

taneously controlling the prosthesis. In all studies, the ascending method of limits was 

applied to measure the thresholds. The pulse width and frequency were fixed at 500 

µs (400 µs for Study III) and 50 Hz (35 Hz for Study III), and the amplitude was 

increased in steps of 0.1 mA starting from 0.5 mA. The subject reported when they 

felt the sensation (sensation threshold), the sensation was clear and still localized be-
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low the pad (localization threshold) or the sensation became uncomfortable (discom-

fort threshold). To ensure homogenous sensation intensity across pads for the given 

sensation, discomfort and localization thresholds, the amplitude was subsequently ad-

justed by comparing the intensity of neighboring pads and increasing or decreasing 

the amplitude if needed.  

4.2. SPATIAL VERSUS AMPLITUDE MODULATION 

Aim 

In Study I, the motivation was to compare different encoding schemes to communicate 

the same two DoFs of wrist rotation and hand aperture. The electrotactile feedback 

technology provides several possibilities for modulating the stimulation (e.g., many 

stimulation channels and large parameter range), however, the different encoding 

strategies were rarely directly compared in the literature. Thus, it has not yet been 

clearly defined whether one feedback modulation is more effective that the other. For 

this purpose, two novel feedback coding schemes were designed based on spatial and 

amplitude modulation, respectively, as these are two very different strategies to con-

vey feedback information. The concept of the novel spatial encoding was that the 

stimulation produced moving sensations mimicking the natural motion of the prosthe-

sis’ wrist and fingers (see Fig. 7a). In the novel amplitude encoding, groups of pads 

were dedicated to representing wrist pronation, supination, and hand aperture, where 

the modulation of stimulation amplitude indicated different levels of the feedback var-

iables (see Fig. 7a). In both schemes, each DoF was divided into five discrete levels.  

Description of feedback schemes 

For the spatial encoding seen in Fig. 7a, the array electrode was sectorized such that 

the rotation and aperture DoFs were conveyed by the eight pads on the dorsal and 

volar side, respectively. Two pads were activated to indicate the current level of each 

DoF, respectively. Therefore, either zero, two or four pads could be simultaneously 

active to communicate neutral, single, or combined DoF positions, respectively. The 

sector of the electrode assigned to wrist rotation was divided into two groups of pads 

on the dorsal side of the forearm, where the medial and lateral pad group indicated 

pronation and supination orientation, respectively. The pads were activated in pairs, 

as explained before, and the pad-pairs were activated sequentially to produce a sensa-

tion that moved counterclockwise across the forearm for pronation and clockwise for 

supination in two levels each, making a total of five levels when including the neutral 

wrist position. To convey hand aperture, two oppositely located pads (one on the me-

dial and lateral side, respectively) were activated simultaneously. Such pad-pairs were 

then activated sequentially to produce sensations converging toward the volar side of 

the forearm. Therefore, the distance between the two sensations decreased as the hand 

was closing, resembling the fingers and the thumb coming closer together (and vice 

versa for the opening). The aperture DoF was also divided into five levels: one level 

for neutral position and four levels of closing.  
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Fig. 7. The illustrations of feedback encoding schemes used in the studies. In a) and b), the amplitude 

and spatial modulation scheme used in Study I are shown, respectively. The mixed amplitude and 

spatial coding scheme shown in c) was used in Study II and d) and e) illustrate the sectorized and 

coupled coding schemes used in Study III, respectively. The color coding indicates how the stimulation 

was modulated (see color mapping box in the top), while the arrows indicate the feedback variable that 

was communicated (rotation, aperture, or force). The “neutral” means either that the hand was fully 

opened (aperture DoF) or that the wrist was in the neutral horizontal position (rotation DoF) and was 

only actively conveyed in c). Also, in c), some pads overlap in feedback levels as spatial modulation 

of four pads indicated five levels and was divided between 16 stimulation pads. The white gridded 

pads in b) and d) were not used. The red color of the pads in e) indicates that the activation of the pads 

communicated multiple and variable information.  
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In the amplitude modulated scheme, the electrode was divided into sections to repre-

sent each DoF similarly to the spatial scheme. Groups of four neighboring pads rep-

resented wrist rotation (medial side for pronation and lateral side for supination) and 

hand aperture, respectively, see grey pads in Fig. 7b. So, either zero, four or eight pads 

could be simultaneously activated to convey neutral, single, or combined DoF posi-

tions, respectively. Four pads were used per section to exploit the capacity of the elec-

trode array and produce clearer sensations (larger area of the skin). Pronation and 

supination were communicated using two amplitude levels for each movement (four 

levels for rotation) and the same approach was used for hand aperture, a total of five 

level per each DoF when including neutral position. To deliver discriminable ampli-

tude levels, the sensation and discomfort thresholds were used as the first and last 

level. The intermediate second and third levels were represented using the amplitude 

values that equidistantly separated the four levels. The stimulation intensity corre-

sponding to the second level in the amplitude scheme was applied to all pads in the 

spatial scheme.  

4.3. MIXED ENCODING 

Aim 

The intention of the novel feedback encoding in Study II (see Fig. 7c) was to provide 

useful information by applying the intuitive concepts evaluated in Study I, but also to 

challenge the robustness of the control system by dynamically varying the duration 

and frequency of blanks along with the location of stimulation. Specifically, increas-

ing the amplitude and frequency would prolong the blanking interval and rate of oc-

currence, respectively, and thereby result in less of the useful EMG information dur-

ing the recording. In addition, spatial modulation of stimulation would induce artifacts 

in different recording channels (those closest to the stimulation location), and thereby 

possibly alter the recorded signal patterns and “confuse” the classifier. The idea was 

therefore to combine these methods and devise feedback encoding that would intro-

duce maximum possible interference to the EMG control system due to the concurrent 

electrotactile stimulation. 

Description of feedback scheme 

The mixed encoding scheme designed to communicate wrist rotation and hand aper-

ture is visualized in Fig. 7c. Similar to Study I, the ranges of both DoFs were discre-

tized into five levels each. Wrist rotation was conveyed by employing the same con-

cept as in the spatial modulation scheme of Study I, however, utilizing all 16 pads for 

the DoF. Therefore, groups of four neighboring pads were activated sequentially pro-

ducing the sensation that rotated around the forearm mimicking the direction of the 

prosthesis wrist rotation, similar to spatial encoding of Study I. As 16 pads were di-

vided into five levels, the activation of some pads overlapped between adjacent feed-

back levels as seen in Fig. 7c. Hand aperture was communicated by modulating sim-

ultaneously the stimulation amplitude and frequency of the four active pads. The five 

amplitude levels (neutral to fourth level) were determined as in Study I, except that 
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three (instead of two) intermediated levels were required. The frequency levels indi-

cating the hand aperture were changed from 10 Hz in neutral position to 50 Hz for the 

fourth level (hand closed) with an increment of 10 Hz for intermediate levels.  

 

4.4. COMMUNICATING FULL STATE OF PROSTHE-
SIS 

Aim 

It is already well known that the motors in a multifunctional prosthesis provide inci-

dental feedback regarding the prosthesis state. For instance, the motors driving the 

finger flexion and wrist rotation create discriminable vibratory and auditory cues in-

dicating the active DoF(s) and increasing the velocity of movement increases the in-

tensity of the cues. Similarly, as the grasping force increases, the finger flexion motors 

create discrete sound and vibratory bursts. In the literature, when evaluating the effect 

of adding supplementary feedback, such feedback is rarely compared to the feedback 

already provided by the incidental cues. Therefore, in Study III, the motivation was 

to evaluate whether supplementary feedback explicitly communicating the full state 

of a multifunctional prosthesis could effectively increase myoelectric control perfor-

mance during a functional task compared to only receiving incidental feedback cues 

produced by the prosthesis (no visual feedback). Two electrotactile feedback coding 

schemes were designed, where one was similar to the spatial feedback scheme evalu-

ated in Study I, in which the proprioceptive DoFs were communicated along the sec-

tors of the forearm (see Fig. 7d). The other feedback encoding was a novel approach 

that coupled the movement of the stimulation representing the two DoFs  to mimick-

ing the movement of the wrist and fingers of the prosthesis, hence providing anatom-

ically congruent sensations (see Fig. 7e). The second aim was therefore to compare 

the novel coupled feedback encoding to the “conventional” (previously validated) sec-

torized approach. The DoF ranges were divided into more levels compared to Study I 

and II (eleven and six levels for rotation and aperture, respectively) to maximally ex-

ploit the spatial capacity of the electrode array. The number of levels reflected the 

range of motion in each DoF (the motion range of rotation was twice that of aperture, 

recall section 2.3).  

Description of feedback schemes 

In the first encoding depicted in Fig. 7d, the electrode array was sectorized in a similar 

fashion as in Fig. 7a and is hereafter referred to as the sectorized coding scheme. The 

ten dorsally placed pads were dedicated to rotation, while five pads placed on the volar 

side of the forearm provided hand aperture information. One active pad represented 

the current level of rotation and aperture, such that zero, one or two simultaneously 

active pads communicated neutral position, single or combined DoF position, respec-

tively. Like the spatial encoding of Study I (see Fig. 7a), the pad activation moved 
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counterclockwise by starting centrally and moving laterally to indicate higher prona-

tion. A mirrored motion of the same pad indicated increasing supination. The hand 

aperture was conveyed by activating the pads in the volar sector in the counterclock-

wise direction. The pad between fifth pronation level and first aperture level was not 

used in order to ensure that initiation of hand closing was also clearly perceived when 

the prosthesis was simultaneously fully pronated. 

In the novel feedback encoding, see Fig. 7e, the forearm was not sectorized to repre-

sent the two DoF, but instead the moving sensation induced to represent the spatial 

modulation of each DoF was coupled so that it was anatomically congruent to the 

movement of the wrist and fingers (henceforth referred to as the coupled encoding). 

In this case, two pads were active (except for neutral position) and the same pads 

conveyed both aperture and rotation levels. As indicated in Fig. 7e, the distance be-

tween pads conveyed hand aperture while the sequential activation of the pads around 

the forearm represented wrist rotation. Specifically, active pads rotated counterclock-

wise and clockwise for pronation and supination with fixed distance between them, 

respectively, whereas when the hand began closing, the active pads started moving 

towards the opposite side of the forearm (similar to the hand aperture feedback in 

Study I, see Fig. 7a). To indicate the change in rotation feedback levels more clearly, 

the stimulation “jumped” two pads to change the level in either direction. The conse-

quence was that, however, some pad activation combinations corresponded to more 

than one prosthesis state, e.g., hand fully open during fourth pronation or fifth supi-

nation level produced the same stimulation pattern. To match the six hand aperture 

levels in the sectorized encoding, but also to communicate the initial aperture levels 

more clearly, the first two aperture levels were conveyed by “jumping” across four 

pads and then by two pads for the subsequent three levels.  

In both feedback schemes, the stimulation frequency was set at 35 Hz when no force 

was applied to ensure clear sensation. First grasp force level (object contact) was in-

dicated by a 200 ms (one window) stimulation burst delivered through the six most 

dorsally placed pads. To convey the subsequent force levels, the currently active 

pad(s) (as determined by hand aperture and wrist rotation levels) increased in fre-

quency. However, the maximum frequency needed to be low enough to avoid exces-

sive loss of EMG data due to blanking, which resulted in a narrow range of frequen-

cies available for encoding the force (Study II identified that the entire signal would 

be blanked at frequencies above 132 Hz when applying common parameter settings). 

Therefore, amplitude was additionally modulated as it was previously proposed in 

Study II [2] and [163] to apply simultaneous frequency and amplitude modulation to 

enhance discriminability of sensations. Second, third and fourth force levels were then 

conveyed by increasing frequency and amplitude to 50, 65 and 80 Hz and 1.1, 1.2- 

and 1.3 times the calibrated localization threshold, respectively.  
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CHAPTER 5. TASKS FOR EVALUATION 

OF MYOELECTRIC CONTROL PER-

FORMANCE 

In this chapter, it is explained how the subjects were trained in understanding the elec-

trotactile feedback schemes and how myoelectric control performance was evaluated 

when controlling a virtual and physical prosthesis, respectively. It is also outlined how 

the myoelectric control output was mapped into prosthesis motion. 

5.1. ONLINE PROSTHETIC CONTROL AND MAP-
PING 

Virtual prosthesis 

In Study I and II, the two-DoF control was simulated as a planar cursor control, where 

the cursor represented prosthesis position (see Fig. 8a). The recognized movement 

class decided the direction of cursor movement, while the contraction intensity set the 

cursor velocity. The cursor moved down, up, left or right, when the subject performed 

a closed hand, opened hand, wrist pronation, or wrist supination, respectively. As the 

tactile feedback was discretized (represented visually as grid cells), visual and tactile 

feedback were matched by discretizing the visual feedback. This was implemented by 

hiding the cursor and then highlighting only the grid cell in which the cursor was 

located (see Fig. 8b). The cursor was inactive when the rest class was detected, or 

when the subject performed a contraction below 20 % of the pMVC of the recognized 

movement. In Study I, the maximum velocity of the cursor was set so that it took ~2 

s to move through the full range of motion of a DoF, as this corresponded to the max-

imum closing velocity of the Bebionic Hand [25], [131]. For Study II, the maximum 

velocity of the cursor was decreased so that the full DoF was traversed for ~3 s, which 

matched the maximum rotation velocity of the Michelangelo Hand [133]. This was 

done as it was decided that Michelangelo hand would be used in Study III.  

Physical prosthesis 

In Study III, the control system output was used to command prosthesis movements, 

i.e., a detection of the supination class caused the supination of the prosthesis wrist 

etc. As mentioned in section 2.3, rotation was represented with twice the number of 

values compared to aperture but was not equivalently slower to complete full range at 

maximum velocity. The command input for closing the hand was therefore restricted 

to 40 % corresponding to ~1.5 s required to close the hand from the fully open posi-

tion, namely half that of rotation. However, when applying force at 40 % closing ve-

locity, the maximum reachable force value was ~40, decreasing thereby the range of 

grasping forces that can be produced by 60 %. Therefore, when force was detected 
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indicating the contact with an object, the maximum command input for the hand was 

set back to 100 %. Visual feedback that was provided is shown in Fig. 8c. The visual 

feedback was discretized to match the tactile feedback. A rotating bar indicated posi-

tion levels of the rotation DoF, while a circle that varied in size represented the levels 

of the aperture DoF. When force was detected the text stating “Aperture” was changed 

to “Force” and the force level was updated appropriately. 

5.2. TRAINING UNDERSTANDING OF FEEDBACK 

The subjects were trained in understanding the proprioceptive feedback variables in a 

similar fashion across all studies. First, the concept of the feedback scheme was intro-

duced verbally by the experimenter. The subject then underwent a structured feedback 

training divided into two stages: familiarization and reinforced learning. In the famil-

iarization, the subject viewed the cursor in the planar grid (Fig. 8a) which was moved 

discretely by the experimenter from the neutral position to a designated grid cell (feed-

back level). While viewing the cursor position the subject received electrotactile stim-

ulation, such that the subject could learn to associate the visual feedback with the 

tactile representation. The cursor moved through transitional grid cells to reach the 

designated cell and was always reset to neutral position as starting position. Desig-

nated positions were all single DoF feedback levels (all grid cells in first row and third 

column, respectively, see Fig. 8a) and all combined DoF feedback levels in fifth row. 

For combined DoF grid cells, the cursor was moved fully along the wrist rotation DoF 

before switching to the hand aperture DoF. In the reinforced learning, the subject 

faced away from the screen. The cursor was moved by the experimenter into a target 

grid cell, and the subject was then asked to estimate the cursor position based on the 

received electrotactile stimulation. If the estimation was incorrect, the subject was 

informed about the correct position, after which the cursor was reset to neutral posi-

tion and moved into another grid cell. All 24 grid cells were used as targets. The cursor 

was moved similarly as in the familiarization stage, except that the order of which 

DoF was moved first varied across trials to avoid biasing the subjects understanding 

of the feedback. After all targets had been reached, the subject was given a short rest 

before the reinforced learning was repeated. The order of target cells and DoF move-

ment was updated for the second run. 

For Study III, the electrotactile feedback was trained using the visual feedback in Fig. 

8c. The reinforced learning only included combinations of the two proprioceptive 

DoFs that did not involve neutral and end positions, e.g., neutral, fully pronated or 

supinated wrist or fully opened or closed hand (total of 32 target positions). The force 

feedback was only verbally explained and briefly demonstrated in few positions. The 

reinforced learning of the force feedback and “trivial” proprioceptive positions were 
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excluded to reduce duration of the experiment, as they were deemed simpler to under-

 

Fig. 8. Illustration of visual feedback regarding prosthesis DoFs used in the studies. In Study I and II, 

the virtual prosthesis moved across a grid plane, where each grid cell indicated the discretized feedback 

levels along the DoFs. The continuous position of the prosthesis was represented as a cursor (solid red 

circle) during user control training as seen in, a). The traversed cursor path (dashed lines) from the 

neutral position to supination level 1 and aperture level 3 is depicted. To match the feedback provided 

in the visual and tactile feedback conditions, the visual feedback was discretized by hiding the cursor 

and highlighting only the grid cell in which the cursor was, as shown in b). The same movement path 

as for the continuous visual feedback example is depicted. In Study III, the visual feedback was only 

provided during the user control and feedback training, respectively, and to show the target position 

and force level in the functional evaluation task. As seen in c), the visual feedback was discretized, 

where rotation and aperture were indicated by a rotating red bar and a grey circle changing size, re-

spectively. The position of the prosthesis in c), is the same as in the final position of the other examples. 

When force was detected the text stating “Aperture” was changed to “Force” with the level updated 

accordingly. The dashed lines and DoF positions written in grey are only included to exemplify the 

visualization of all feedback levels. In the experimental task, only the present or target levels were 

visible.  
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stand compared to the remaining feedback levels and because the experiment duration 

was already on the verge of being unethical.  

5.3. VIRTUAL TARGET REACHING TASK 

For Study I and II the control performance was evaluated in a commonly applied tar-

get-reaching task [26], [31], [164]–[167]. The task consisted of moving the virtual 

prosthesis into a target (grid cell highlighted in red) within a 30-s time frame (see Fig. 

8b). The prosthesis had to dwell inside the target for 1.5 s (2 s for Study II) for the 

target to be deemed reached and an auditory cue would sound. When the target was 

reached or the 30 s had expired (no auditory cue), the prosthesis was automatically 

reset to neutral position and another target appeared. The task ended when all 24 grid 

cells appeared as targets. 

Outcome measures 

In the virtual prosthesis control task, the performance was assessed by computing 

completion rate (percentage of successfully reached targets), time to reach a target 

(seconds), path efficiency (percentage), distance error (grid cells from target), and 

number of overshoots. These are common metrics to extract from target-reaching 

tasks to assess the quality of the control performance [164], [165]. In the optimal sce-

nario, the completion rate is high whereas the duration, path to reach the target, dis-

tance error and number of overshoots are low. As the outcome measures were an in-

dication of the performance of reaching a target, they contained information about the 

two DoFs combined and not individual DoFs independently. 

The path efficiency was computed as the shortest possible path to reach the target 

divided by the actually traversed path. When observing the grid plane in Fig. 8a, for 

single DoF targets, the shortest path was defined as a straight line to the border of the 

target grid cell. As the control was sequential, for combined DoF targets, the shortest 

path was defined as straight line to the border of the target in the first DoF and then a 

straight line to the closest corner of the target grid cell. An overshoot was counted 

every instance the virtual prosthesis entered the target and exited before the dwell time 

was realized. The number of overshoots was included as it is an indication of control 

stability in resting position (drifting motion).When calculating the time to reach a tar-

get and path efficiency outcome measures, only successfully reached targets were 

considered. 

To characterize the unsuccessful attempts, the distance error measure was computed. 

The measure computed the number of grid cells between the position of the virtual 

prosthesis at the end of the trial and the target grid cell. Thus, the distance error was 

1 when the end-position was in a cell adjacent to the target, and 2, if the end-position 

was in a cell diagonal to the target, as the control was sequential, and the virtual pros-

thesis therefore needed to traverse two cells to reach the target. The maximal distance 
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error was then 8, in the case of a target located in a corner grid cell and end-position 

in the diagonal corner grid cell. 

5.4. MULTIFUNCTIONAL PROSTHESIS TASK 

In Study III, the myoelectric control performance was evaluated in a functional target-

reaching and force-matching task. The evaluation task consisted of 32 trials, where 

each trial comprised two phases: position and force estimation. Before initiating a 

trial, the prosthesis was reset to neutral position. During the position phase, the subject 

faced the contralateral side towards the monitor to avoid looking at the prosthesis (see. 

Fig. 9a) while a position target was displayed on the screen (see Fig. 8c). The subject 

then had to rely on the tactile feedback to reach the target position (no visual feedback 

available in the position phase). The position targets were the 32 “non-trivial” posi-

tions from the reinforced learning. When the subject determined that the correct posi-

tion was reached, he/she indicated this verbally and the force phase was initiated by 

showing a force target (either second or third force level) on the monitor. The subject 

had to reach the indicated force level by grasping one of three rigid wooden balls (see 

Fig. 9b). Rigid objects were used to avoid force estimation from visual feedback (de-

formation of compliant object). The largest ball could be grasped at fully opened hand 

and first aperture level, the medium at second and third level, and the smallest at fourth 

level and the widest opening of the fifth level. If the hand was fully closed following 

the position phase, the subject opened the hand to fit the smallest ball. The spherical 

shape of the object was selected as it could be grasped at any orientation. As for the 

position phase, when the subject determined that the correct level was reached, it was 

implied verbally, and the trial finished. In order to maintain the flow of the evaluation 

task, the subject performance was not penalized if the prosthesis moved during grasp-

ing or that the wrong ball size was grasp. Neither phase had any time constraint. 

Outcome measures 

In the multifunctional prosthetic control task, the performance was assessed through 

the distance error and time spent per trial phase. As the subjects were not automati-

cally informed whether a target was reached (e.g., auditory cues in the virtual target-

reach task), the computation of the outcome measures considered both unsuccessful 

and successful attempts. The error was calculated directly for each feedback variable 

(e.g., one outcome for hand aperture, wrist rotation and grasp force, respectively) as 

levels off the target, and the spend time was calculated per trial phase (e.g., one out-

come for the position and force phase, respectively). 

5.5. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 

The respective outcome measures for each study were calculated for each trial and 

averaged across all trials for each individual subject and each feedback condition. 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality showed that no data groups (experimental 
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conditions) belonged to the normal distribution, and therefore only non-parametric 

statistical analyses were applied. Friedman test was used to assess if there was a sta-

tistically significant difference in the group of conditions and Tukey-Kramer’s hon-

estly significant difference procedure was applied for post-hoc pair-wise comparisons 

if a significant effect was detected. Wilcoxon signed rank test was applied in case 

there was only two conditions to compare. The significance level was set to p<0.05. 

The descriptive results are reported as median/interquartile range.  
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CHAPTER 6. MAIN RESULTS 

This chapter recalls the aim and provides the experimental protocol (description of 

test conditions) and main outcomes of each of the three studies. In all studies, before 

initializing the experiment, the subjects carefully read and signed a consent form. The 

experimental protocols were approved by the local ethical committee of Region 

Nordjylland (approval number: N-20 150 075).  

6.1. TWO-DOF POSITION INFORMATION CAN BE 
PROVIDED EFFECTIVELY THROUGH EITHER 
SPATIAL OR AMPLITUDE MODULATED ELEC-
TROTACTILE FEEDBACK 

Aim 

The electrotactile technology is versatile in how to modulate stimulation for commu-

nication of feedback variables as either intensity, frequency, timing, or location of the 

stimulation can be adjusted. In the literature, different modulation strategies have been 

applied but they have rarely been directly compared to assess whether there is a pre-

ferred mode to convey the DoFs of a multifunctional prosthesis. For Study I, two 

novel feedback coding schemes based on amplitude and spatial modulation, respec-

tively, were designed to communicate the proprioceptive information of wrist rotation 

and hand aperture of a virtual prosthesis and compare how they affect myoelectric 

control performance.  

Experimental protocol 

Thirteen subjects (age in mean ± standard deviation: 34.4±11.6 years; gender: 1 fe-

male, 12 male; handedness: 1 left-handed, 12 right-handed) were recruited. The ex-

periment was a single session of 2-3 hours duration. Three test conditions were eval-

uated: visual, spatial, and amplitude-based feedback (see section 4.2 and Fig. 7a and 

b for visual depiction of the feedback encodings). The visual feedback was the bench-

mark condition as the vision provides, as outlined in section 1.3, the most accurate 

state estimation.  

Initially, the equipment was placed as visualized in Fig. 2a, respectively, and the elec-

trodes were carefully positioned as described in section 3.2 and 4.1. The skin was 

cleansed with alcohol swaps and moistened with water to improve sticking of the hy-

drogel to the skin. No further skin preparation was conducted to better imitate quick 

everyday preparation of prosthesis use. For the remaining experiment duration, the 

subject was seated comfortably in a chair with the arms relaxed down the side of the 

torso as depicted Fig. 10a.  
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Fig. 9. The illustrations of the setup used in the experimental protocol of Study III. In a), the subject 

performed the position phase of a trial during the evaluation task, where the target position was indi-

cated on the monitor while visual feedback of the prosthesis was occluded. In b), the subject reached 

the force phase, where the appropriate ball size was grasped, and target force estimated. The capture 

in c) shows the experimental setup used by the amputee subject. The setup is hereby demonstrated by 

an able-bodied subject, while the inset in bottom left corner shows the position of the electrode in the 

amputee participant. The stimulation equipment was worn on the residual limb in a similar manner as 

in Study I (see Fig. 8a). The prosthesis was occluded from vision and controlled with the contralateral 

hand using a joystick. 
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The myoelectric control was calibrated as described in Chapter 3 and the movement 

direction and velocity of the virtual prosthesis was mapped as described in section 5.1. 

The subject then briefly trained the sequential myoelectric control of the virtual pros-

thesis. First by receiving continuous visual feedback of the prosthesis (cursor seen in 

Fig. 8a) and then discrete visual feedback (highlighted grid cell seen in Fig. 8b) which 

matched the discretization of the tactile feedback. The subject trained until the exper-

imenter determined that the control was stable (no more than five minutes for each 

visual feedback representation). Following the myoelectric control training, the sub-

ject completed the target-reaching task (as described in section 5.3) for the visual 

feedback condition relying only on the discrete visual feedback. 

The subject was then trained in understanding one of the two feedback encodings 

(amplitude or spatial modulation) as described in section 5.2. Afterwards, the myoe-

lectric control and feedback were combined, and the subject briefly trained the under-

standing of the feedback combined with control by freely moving around the virtual 

prosthesis. The control performance was then evaluated in the target-reaching task, 

where the visual feedback was removed and only the discrete tactile feedback was 

received. After completing evaluation of one feedback encoding, the procedure was 

repeated for the other. The order of which feedback scheme was evaluated first, was 

Fig. 10. The illustration of the setup used during the experimental protocol of Study I and II shown in 

a) and b), respectively. In a), the stimulation equipment was connected to the PC via USB cable and 

worn on the contralateral forearm, while in b), both stimulation and recording electrodes were mounted 

on the ipsilateral forearm. The subject looked at the monitor to receive visual feedback and experi-

mental instructions.  
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counterbalanced between subjects. The computation of distance error was omitted for 

the visual condition, as the control only comprised three unsuccessful attempts across 

all subjects. The number of overshoots was not computed for Study I. 

Main outcomes 

The summary results from Study I are shown in Fig. 11. No difference in control 

performance was detected between the two tactile conditions for any outcome meas-

ure. The subjects were able to effectively understand two independent feedback vari-

ables communicated simultaneously while also controlling the prosthesis. This is a 

promising outcome demonstrating that there is a flexibility in designing useful feed-

back encodings. A user could quickly test both feedback coding schemes and decide 

which one is preferred or even mix the representation of DoFs (e.g., aperture from the 

spatial scheme and rotation from the amplitude scheme). 

As anticipated, the visual condition (superior sense in sensorimotor control) outper-

formed both tactile conditions in terms of completion rate (p<0.001, visual:100/0% 

vs spatial: 94/10%; and p<0.01, visual vs amplitude: 94/2%) and time to reach a target 

(p<0.01, visual: 7/2 s vs spatial: 9/2 s; and p<0.001, visual vs amplitude: 10/3 s). 

However, the path efficiency was similar across all conditions (visual: 46/13%, spa-

tial: 51/10%, and amplitude: 47/14%) indicating that when the tactile feedback was 

understood (successful trials), it was as useful as visual feedback for accurate estima-

tion of control actions needed to reach the target. Additionally encouraging was that 

Fig. 11. Box plot visualization of the summary results from Study I. The outcome measures of com-

pletion rate, time to reach a target, path efficiency, and distance error are shown in a), b), c), and d), 

respectively. The blue, red, and yellow box plots show the results from the visual, spatial, and ampli-

tude conditions, respectively. The distance error for the visual feedback condition was omitted as the 

completion rate was near flawless. The horizontal line, box limits, whiskers, grey dots, and connecting 

grey lines indicate median, interquartile range, extreme values, subject-specific outcomes connected 

between conditions, respectively. The asterisks indicate p-values, where *, **, and *** correspond to 

p<0.05, p<0.01, and p<0.001, respectively. The significance level was p<0.05. 
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when the target was not reached, the median distance error was only ~2 for both tactile 

conditions (spatial: 2.5/1.9 and amplitude: 2/1.4 grid cells from the target), and there-

fore the end-position was actually close to the target level. The time efficiency was 

worse for the tactile conditions, likely due to the need for longer cognitive processing 

to interpret a new and less trained source of sensory information. The high perfor-

mance achieved in the tactile condition is even further impressive when considering 

the short training duration (<30 min) spend to understand the feedback encoding, and 

with a longer training the completion rates could even approximate that of visual feed-

back. 

6.2. FIRMWARE BLANKING OF STIMULATION ARTE-
FACTS FACILITATES STABLE CLOSED-LOOP 
MYOELECTRIC CONTROL WHEN PLACING 
ELECTRODES IPSILATERALLY 

Aim 

Compared to vibrotactile stimulation, electrotactile stimulation is less applied in the 

literature to convey the state of a myoelectric prosthesis. The electrical pulses con-

taminate the EMG recording and disrupt the prosthetic control, which makes electro-

tactile stimulation a less practically applicable solution for communicating feedback 

variables. Blanking of the electrical artefact have shown to be an effective strategy to 

increase classification accuracy in offline analysis. In Study II, the aim was to demon-

strate that online blanking of stimulation artefacts can facilitate stable myoelectric 

control while electrotactile stimulation is delivered adjacently to the recording elec-

trode. A novel feedback encoding scheme was designed to convey useful feedback 

while simultaneously maximally stressing the control signal by modulating the length 

and frequency of blanked intervals as well as the recording channels that are affected 

by online artefacts.  

Experimental protocol 

In Study II, 10 subjects (age: 27.1 ± 2.4 years; gender: 2 female, 8 male; handedness: 

all right-handed) were recruited. The experiment contained three test conditions, 

namely, visual feedback, combined visual and tactile feedback, and tactile feedback 

(see section 4.3 and Fig. 7c for visual depiction of the feedback encoding). The com-

bined visual and tactile condition was included to directly evaluate whether the stim-

ulation influenced the control stability compared to the visual condition only. The aim 

of the condition with tactile feedback only was to demonstrate that the designed en-

coding scheme provided useful information to the participant that could be exploited 

for control. The equipment was carefully positioned on the ipsilateral forearm (see 

Fig. 2b) and the subject sat relaxed in a chair for the remaining time as shown in Fig. 

10b. Otherwise, Study II followed the same experimental protocol as Study I (see 

section 6.1), except that the performance of all conditions was evaluated consecutively 

(in the same order as listed above) with 3-5 minutes break in between conditions. For 
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the combined visual and tactile condition, it was assumed that the subject would ig-

nore the tactile feedback and only utilize the visual feedback to estimate prosthesis 

position. As explained before, the tactile feedback was added in this case only to stress 

the control. Therefore, the conditions were not counterbalanced across subjects. The 

distance error was not computed, but the number of overshoots was included as it is 

an indication of control stability, which was useful to consider when evaluating po-

tential interference introduced by the electrical stimulation. 

Main outcomes 

Summary results from Study II is shown in Fig. 12. The visual and combined visual 

and tactile conditions did not differ in performance for any outcome measure and were 

characterized by overall high performance, highlighted by the near flawless comple-

tion rate (visual: 100/4%, combined: 100/4%,). This result indicates that the firmware 

blanking of stimulation artefact and following signal processing facilitated stable 

online closed-loop myoelectric control when stimulation and recording electrodes 

were placed adjacently on the same arm. This a highly encouraging results for the 

prospect of delivering multivariable somatosensory information to myoelectric pros-

thesis users through a compact electrotactile stimulation display. 

Similarly, as in Study I, the completion rate (78/25%) and time to reach a target (13/4 

s) was significantly worse in the tactile condition compared to the visual conditions. 

The path efficiency (38/8%) and number of overshoots (0.5/0.4) were similar to the 

visual conditions indicating a high performance considering the disadvantage of only 

receiving tactile feedback. However, the absolute values of the outcome measures 

(completion rate, time to reach a target and path efficiency) are notably worse for the 

Fig. 12. The summary results of the computed outcome measured in Study II. In a), b), c), and d), box 

plots showing the completion rate, time to reach a target, path efficiency, and number of overshoots 

are visualized, respectively, for the visual (blue), combined (red), and tactile (yellow) conditions. The 

box plot and subject-specific outcome annotation are similar to that used in Fig. 10.  
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tactile condition in Study II than the values achieved in both tactile conditions in Study 

I. This could be an indication that the mixed feedback encoding was more difficult to 

understand. However, the training in understanding the feedback was identical for 

Study I and II and the reinforced learning showed a similar success rate between the 

three encodings (spatial: 75/22%, amplitude: 79/14, and mixed: 74/13%). Another 

speculation could therefore be that control instability caused by the electrical stimu-

lation interference was more pronounced when no visual feedback was available. 

6.3. PROVISION OF SUPPLEMENTARY FEEDBACK 
DURING MYOELECTRIC CONTROL IMPROVES 
POSITION ESTIMATION OF A MULTIFUNC-
TIONAL PROSTHESIS 

Aim 

The incidental feedback produced by the moving parts of a myoelectric prosthesis 

contain information about the prosthesis’s state. In the previous two studies delivering 

non-invasive stimulation to convey two feedback variables simultaneously, the sub-

jects did not wear the prosthesis and therefore, it could not be tested if the supplemen-

tary feedback is more informative than the baseline of incidental feedback (without 

vision). Furthermore, no previous study has simultaneously communicated the full 

state of the prosthesis in a single coding scheme. Therefore, in Study III, a novel feed-

back scheme was designed that spatially imitated the movement of the wrist and fin-

gers during rotating and hand closing/opening providing thereby anatomically con-

gruent feedback. The full closed-loop setup including the physical prosthesis was 

placed on the ipsi-lateral forearm and the myoelectric control performance was eval-

uated in a functional task.  

Experimental protocol 

In Study III, 10 able-bodied (age: 34.4±11.6 years; gender: 2 female, 8 male; handed-

ness: all righthanded) and a congenital left-hand limb-deficient subject (56 years, fe-

male) were recruited. The experiment included three test conditions: incidental, sec-

torized and coupled feedback (see section 4.4 and Fig. 7d and e for visual depiction 

of the feedback encodings) and consisted of a two-session experiment of approxi-

mately two to three hours duration in each session. The sessions were conducted on 

two consecutive days. The first session was dedicated to stimulation calibration and 

training the understanding of the two feedback encodings, as explained in section 5.4, 

and the subjects therefore only wore the stimulation electrode. At the end of the first 

session, the placement of the stimulation electrode was marked to use the same place-

ment in the second session with the intention of reducing calibration duration. The 

order of training of feedback schemes was counterbalanced between subjects. 

In the second session, the myoelectric control performance was evaluated in a func-

tional target-reaching and force-matching task. First, the full closed-loop control setup 
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was mounted as shown in Fig. 2c and the stimulation intensity was adjusted using the 

amplitude values determined in the first session as an informed starting point. Then, 

the myoelectric control was calibrated and briefly trained. The performance of each 

of the three conditions was evaluated with the order counterbalanced between sub-

jects. For the electrotactile feedback conditions, the feedback encoding was first 

trained in combination with the myoelectric prosthetic control. The subject could 

practice freely until it was deemed by the experimenter that the control was stable, 

and the understanding of the feedback was sufficient. This step lasted for maximally 

10 minutes. It was important that the closed-loop control was robust, so that poor 

control was not responsible for the eventual difference in performance across feed-

back conditions. The subject could control both DoFs simultaneously but was neither 

encouraged nor discouraged to do so. The evaluation task consisted of 32 trials with 

a two-minute break after a set of eight trials to reduce fatigue. 

The amputee subject completed a similar protocol. However, it was not possible to fit 

even the smallest recording electrode size on the residual limb, but only the smallest 

stimulation electrode. As a compromise, the prosthesis was placed on table in a vice 

outside the view of the subject and was controlled using a joystick (see Fig. 9c) where 

left/right and up/down corresponded to wrist pronation/supination and hand open-

ing/closing, respectively. The velocity/force of the prosthesis was proportional to how 

far in each direction the lever was pushed. The protocol was compressed into a single 

session of 2.5 hours comprising familiarization, a single run of reinforced learning, 

training of closed-loop control and evaluation of coupled feedback before repeating 

the same procedures for the sectorized feedback. The condition with incidental feed-

back was omitted as the subject did not wear the prosthesis. The outcome measures 

computed for the amputee subject were not included in the statistical analysis but were 

considered separately. 

Main outcomes 

The summary results from Study III are shown in Fig. 13. Most importantly, there 

was no difference between electrotactile feedback conditions in terms of myoelectric 

prosthetic control performance. The reinforced learning did indicate a significantly 

greater understanding of the sectorized encoding in both the rotation DoF (p<0.01, 

sectorized: 0.2/0.1 levels vs coupled: 0.5/0.3 levels) and aperture DoF (p<0.001, sec-

torized: 0.1/0.1 levels vs coupled: 0.3/0.2 levels), but this effect was eliminated when 

adding the myoelectric control. It is likely that the anatomically congruent motion of 

the stimulation was easier to interpret when the prosthesis was included to visually 

match the perceived tactile feedback. 

The target distance error was significantly lower for the electrotactile feedback con-

ditions compared to the incidental feedback condition for both the rotation DoF 

(p<0.05, incidental: 0.8/0.6 levels vs sectorized: 0.4/0.3 levels; and p<0.01, incidental 
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vs coupled: 0.3/0.4 levels) and the aperture DoF (p<0.01, incidental: 1.2/0.4 levels vs 

sectorized: 0.7/0.4 levels; and incidental vs coupled: 0.8/0.3 levels). The provision of 

the explicit electrotactile feedback can therefore be used to estimate the position of 

the prosthesis more efficiently. However, the increased accuracy compromises the 

time, as the duration spend to estimate the position was significantly longer for the 

electrotactile feedback conditions compared to the incidental feedback condition 

(p<0.01, incidental: 11/4 s vs sectorized: 18/6 levels; and p<0.001, incidental vs cou-

pled: 18/5 s). It could seem that the subjects used more time to “listen” to the explicit 

electrotactile information and applied it actively to adjust control actions compared to 

the rough incidental feedback that contains less precise information about the pros-

thesis state. While the electrotactile feedback did improve the position accuracy, the 

performance in the incidental feedback condition was still decent with median error 

of ~1 level in both DoFs, emphasizing that the incidental feedback is a useful source 

of information for estimating the prosthesis’ state. The target distance error and time 

spend in the force phase were similar between the two conditions, and therefore, 

somewhat surprisingly the supplemental feedback did not improve force control com-

pared to incidental feedback only. The force feedback variable was also divided into 

fewer levels than the aperture and rotation DoF, and an increase in number of levels 

could maybe have facilitated significant higher accuracy compared to the incidental 

condition. The results of the amputee subject (green dots) followed the same trend as 

the able-bodied subjects.  

Fig. 13. Box plot visualization of the computed target distance errors and time spend per trial phase in 

Study III. The target error for the rotation DoF, hand aperture DoF, and grasp force are shown in a), 

b), and c), respectively. Panels d) and e) report the time spend in the position and force phase, respec-

tively. The box plot and subject-specific outcome annotation are similar to that used in Fig. 10, except 

that the outcome of the amputee subject is indicated with a large green dot.  
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CHAPTER 7. CONCLUSIONS 

In section 1.5.1, the research questions were formulated to investigate open challenges 

and fill the gaps in the state of the art. The three studies comprising the PhD project 

were designed and conducted, as an effort towards addressing the posed questions. 

Below, we explain how the findings from the three studies provide qualified answers 

to the research questions, effectively synthesizing the work of the project. 

RQ1. How can multiple feedback variables be communicated in a single 

feedback coding scheme using a single stimulation display to improve myo-

electric control performance? Do the subjects find specific modulation of the 

stimulation more intuitive to understand than others? 

To answer the first question, five different feedback coding schemes were designed 

and evaluated in myoelectric control tasks. In the three project studies, it was shown 

that the subjects could successfully interpret the provided feedback and actively apply 

it during online myoelectric control. In Study I, two novel schemes were developed 

to communicate the two DoFs of wrist rotation and hand aperture through either am-

plitude or spatial modulation. In Study II, the same DoFs were communicated by a 

novel mixed modulation scheme, where wrist rotation and hand aperture were repre-

sented spatially and by parameter modulation, respectively. In Study III, novel feed-

back encodings were developed to communicate the full state of a multifunctional 

myoelectric prosthesis where proprioceptive information was modulated spatially 

while grasp force was conveyed by parameter modulation. In one scheme, the spatial 

movement of the stimulation was anatomically congruent to the motion of the pros-

thesis’ wrist and fingers, and in the other the information describing each DoF was 

delivered via dedicated sections of the forearm. Thus, five different ways to modulate 

the feedback variables comprising the prosthesis’ state were demonstrated and 

showed to provide useful information during evaluation of myoelectric control per-

formance. The studies provide practical demonstration of the flexibility of multi-

channel electrotactile stimulation interface where multiple feedback variables 

can be mapped in different ways to create easily interpretable stimulation pro-

files, using a limited area of the skin (cross-section of the forearm). 

To answer the second question in RQ1, the feedback schemes designed for Study I 

and III, were compared, respectively. When interpreting the feedback psychometri-

cally, there was no difference between amplitude and spatially modulated feedback in 

Study I, and the similar performance was observed when the two encoding methods 

were evaluated in a closed-loop myoelectric control task. In Study III, the sectorized 

feedback scheme was easier to understand in the psychometric evaluation compared 

to the anatomically congruent feedback. However, the difference was evened out 

when the schemes were combined with online myoelectric control of a multifunctional 

prosthesis. Thus, in the practically meaningful evaluation, the two feedback coding 
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schemes were showed to be similarly effective in conveying the feedback variables. 

Thus, the electrotactile communication of multiple feedback variables is not only 

flexible, but the encoding methods are similarly effective in terms of decoding 

and online control performance. Therefore, we have flexibility in choosing the 

encoding: one could show different schemes to potential users, and they could 

then select what they find most intuitive. 

RQ2. Compared to myoelectric control without electrical interference, can 

online blanking of stimulation artefacts facilitate similarly stable control 

while receiving electrotactile feedback with stimulation and recording elec-

trodes placed adjacently? 

Study II was conducted to answer the question posed in RQ2. A device that comprised 

both an electrotactile stimulation and EMG recording unit with integrated firmware 

blanking of stimulation artefacts was used for the purpose of evaluating myoelectric 

control of a virtual prosthesis with and without receiving concurrent electrotactile 

stimulation. The novel mixed encoding scheme successfully communicated the two 

DoFs wrist rotation and hand aperture in a myoelectric control task, while maximally 

stressing the control by modulating recording channels affected by the stimulation as 

well as the length and frequency of the blanking intervals. The online blanking of 

electrical stimulation pulses facilitated stable myoelectric control when stimulation 

and recording electrodes were placed adjacently on the same forearm. Thus, the an-

swer to the question is yes, the online blanking of stimulation artefacts can be effec-

tively applied to enable the use of electrotactile stimulation in closed-loop myoelectric 

control. This allows using the flexibility of the electrotactile interface, as ex-

plained in RQ1, to develop closed-loop systems integrated in the prosthesis 

socket. 

RQ3. Can the full state of a multifunctional myoelectric prosthesis be ef-

fectively communicated to the user during a functional task? How is the con-

trol performance when receiving electrotactile feedback compared to inci-

dental feedback from the prosthesis? 

To answer the first question, the two feedback coding schemes conveying wrist rota-

tion, hand aperture and grasp force were developed in Study III. The subjects wore 

the entire closed-loop control setup on the ipsilateral forearm while performing a func-

tional target-reaching and force-matching task.  The novel anatomically congruent 

feedback was compared to the previously evaluated sectorized feedback (Study I) and 

showed similarly high effectiveness in terms of myoelectric control performance. This 

therefore demonstrates that the full state of the multifunctional prosthesis can be suc-

cessfully communicated through various feedback encodings. The versatility of the 

feedback encodings in all the studies underlines the flexibility of the electrotactile 

technology. The detailed feedback information can be communicated by a slim 

electrode array through a device that facilitates stable closed-loop myoelectric 
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control during simultaneous stimulation and recording. This is an important step 

towards accommodating the functionality of an advanced prosthesis with the so-

matosensory feedback that can match the dexterity of the control. 

To answer the second question in RQ3, an incidental feedback condition (without 

vision) was included in the experimental protocol of Study III. Compared to receiving 

only incidental feedback, the accuracy of estimating the position (rotation and aper-

ture) of the prosthesis was higher during provision of explicit electrotactile infor-

mation. However, the time spend to estimate the position was equivalently slower 

when receiving the electrotactile stimulation, indicating a need for longer duration to 

process information contained in the supplementary feedback. In the force-matching 

task, the performance was similar between incidental and electrotactile conditions. 

Thus, the explicit electrotactile feedback improves estimation of prosthesis posi-

tion compared to incidental feedback, but as the electrotactile stimulation is 

more detailed, more information needs to be interpreted which compromises the 

task duration. With more elaborate and longer training, the feedback might be 

better integrated in the user’s internal model, and the time needed for interpret-

ing the feedback would likely decrease. It was demonstrated that that the sub-

jects could adjust the prosthesis position without looking at it. In common daily 

life activities, the amputees need to look at the hand all the time, and it is there-

fore anticipated that the proposed feedback could decrease this reliance of vision, 

after provision of appropriate training in e.g., home-use study. 

The PhD project presented a functional evaluation of myoelectric control performance 

using an equipment placement that approximated how actual upper-limb myoelectric 

prosthetic users would wear the prosthesis. Thereby, a solution is provided to the long-

standing problem of electrotactile stimulation, which is not applicable in closed-loop 

myoelectric control with the full setup placed together on the same forearm. The nat-

ural next step will then be to move the assessment outside the controlled laboratory 

environment to evaluate the impact of the multivariable feedback in e.g., home-use 

and assess long-term effects. The closed-loop control system then needs to be embed-

ded in the prosthesis socket in a self-contained solution as visualized in Fig. 14. The 

closed-loop control system validated in the PhD project is compact, and the multi-

channel electrode array used to provide multiple somatosensory feedback variables 

simultaneously and effectively is slim, and therefore comprise hardware that can be 

easily integrated in the prosthesis socket as exemplified in Fig. 14. However, before 

initiating more extensive evaluations it would be beneficial to further investigate cer-

tain aspects of the presented application. 

7.1. FUTURE CHALLENGES 

In the studies comprising the PhD project, all hardware units were interfaced through 

a laptop computer in which the control system was implemented. However, the Max
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Sens device contains enough processing power to also have the control system imple-

mented on the embedded platform. Since both the Michelangelo Hand and MaxSens 

device contain Bluetooth modules allowing direct wireless communication, the laptop 

interfacing could be removed, and the prosthesis system would then be truly self-con-

tained. Such implementation would likely also increase stability of inter-unit commu-

nication and decrease processing duration as there would be less data streaming. Of 

course, the ultimate solution would be to have both myoelectric control system and 

the control of prosthesis motors integrated into a single interface. 

Currently, calibrating the electrotactile stimulation intensity is time demanding. De-

termining amplitude values for individual pads that produce pleasant and similar sen-

sation intensity across pads is a tedious process that requires careful attention for the 

stimulation to reach the full potential. For a technology to be compelling to use, it 

must not require too long time to set up. A strategy to address this issue could be to 

calibrate stimulation intensity based on a measurable parameter, e.g., skin impedance, 

rather than the subjective iterative process that the current calibration procedure re-

quire. A previous study showed that skin impedance can be a descriptive measure for 

controlling sensation intensity during activities of daily life when the electrode patch 

partially detaches from the skin [112]. It could be investigated whether skin imped-

ance is also a good general measure for calibrating sensation intensity. Another ap-

proach would be to develop procedures for fast calibration where the psychometric 

parameters measured from a few pads could be used to estimate the values for the rest 

of the electrode pads [113].  

While the blanking artefacts suppressed the interference of electrical stimulation 

pulses, it is clear that current leakage is still present in the EMG recording. The stim-

ulation electrode consisted of smaller circular pads and a large, elongated reference 

pad. A concentric electrode design, where the reference electrode surrounds the active 

Fig. 14. Images of the prospective embedded socket solutions that can be produced using the technol-

ogy and methods presented in this study. The panel a) shows the stimulation electrode (concentric 

electrode) placed on the inside of the prosthesis socket (with space to place the recording electrode 

adjacently). With this system, the prosthesis users would be able to apply the developed closed-loop 

control with multivariable electrotactile feedback during activities of daily life as shown in b). The 

images are provided by the courtesy of Tecnalia Research and Innovation (San Sebastian, Spain) and 

Tecnalia Serbia Ltd (Belgrade, Serbia) 
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pads is known to ensure a more superficial current flow that decrease current spread 

[110]. Actually, a concentric version of the 16-channel electrode array used in the 

present PhD project was produced previously [116] (see also Fig. 14a). It would be 

beneficial to compare the presence of stimulation artefacts in the EMG recording 

when using the two electrode designs and investigate whether the concentric design 

could further improve the stability of the closed-loop myoelectric control.  

It was shown that when using the stimulation parameter settings for the feedback en-

coding in Study II, the recording would be entirely blanked when stimulating with 

frequencies above 132 Hz, establishing an upper frequency limit. While the feedback 

encoding was designed to stress the control system, it was not directly evaluated how 

large is a percentage of EMG recording that could be blanked while still retaining 

reliable online control [127]. It would be useful to identify such limitations for the 

prospect of designing feedback encodings that could be applied practically in closed-

loop myoelectric control. 

As a last remark, in the present project all feedback encoding methods conveyed dis-

crete levels of the feedback variables. The advantage of this approach is that the en-

codings are simpler to learn and interpret by the participants, but the feedback is lim-

ited in resolution.  It would be therefore relevant to investigate whether there is an 

optimal discretization of each feedback variable to improve the control performance 

in activities of daily life compared to incidental feedback, and whether the optimal 

discretization changes depending on how the stimulation is modulated. 
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